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PART I: THE POSITION NOW –
September 2019

The battle for Brexit has now reached a new intensity. MPs seized executive
power to pass a law forcing Boris Johnson, the new prime minister, to outlaw
no deal and delay Brexit for three months. Johnson, who is pledged to
leaving the EU on 31 October, maintains he will not ask Brussels for any
delay. He wants an election: people not parliament must decide on this, the
greatest question affecting them and their country for decades. Now MPs
have also refused an election until they have had their way. At stake for
Johnson and the 17 million people who voted to leave the EU is whether the
people’s decision should carry the day or whether MPs, who were returned
to power in 2017 to take the country out of the EU, should obstruct the Brexit
for which they stood and voted in an Act of Parliament in June 2018. In this
battle there is only one constant: the authority of British voters. It is on their
votes that constitutional authority to exercise power rests.

Sheila Lawlor

I
A Question of Authority

This year the voters sent the then prime minister, Theresa May, a message.
In two separate elections they indicated it was time to pack her bags and go.
She had flouted the authority they vested in her to leave the EU, broken the
promise to leave the single market and customs union, and instead tried to
impose a withdrawal deal that would, in practice, keep us under both. Her
deal, brokered in secret with Brussels, was a constitutional outrage. Under it
UK sovereignty would be signed away to another party under international
treaty, the people of this country left with no say over many of the laws that
governed them and determined their livelihoods. Unsurprisingly, the deal
was rejected by the people and on three occasions, by parliament.
But Mrs May did not fail alone.
Most cabinet ministers had stood by as the constitutional arrangements
designed to protect people’s freedoms against abuse by arbitrary executive
power were violated, especially the obligation to consider and deliberate
policy collectively. On the major matter of government policy, the decision
about the relationship between this country and the EU after Brexit,
ministers of the crown were sidelined, presented with proposals negotiated
in secret by the prime minister and her representatives, and expected to nod
them through. A handful of ministers refused to accept the shameful
proposals, resigning against the initial Chequers plan or the subsequent
Withdrawal Agreement it anticipated, but others, whether by weakness or
design, were complicit in the constitutional vandalism.
A majority of MPs too had failed. Instead of MPs exercising their
responsibility to ensure parliament is the ‘crucible’ of the nation’s freedoms
– as Churchill once put it – they used parliament against those freedoms. The
determination of many MPs to prevent the Brexit for which the electorate
voted continues, more visceral, more shameless. In what have been amongst
the darkest days in centuries for Britain’s parliament, MPs abused the
powers vested in them by voters, politicked and schemed to exercise power
against voters to stop the Brexit for which people voted. Though mostly
belonging to Labour, among these MPs are also far too many Tories, despite
1
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the Conservatives supposedly being the party of the constitution. It was
hardly surprising therefore that, at the local government elections, voters
sent both main parties the same message: the vote share for each fell by 7
per cent, each winning 28 per cent of the vote. Labour lost 82 councillors
and control of 8 councils, the Conservatives 1,333 councillors and control of
44 councils. Worse was to come for them. Any doubt as to what lay behind
their dismal shares of the vote was dispelled by the results of the EU
Parliament elections on 26 June. The Brexit Party, standing for the first time,
mopped up the people’s vote to top the polls with 29 seats and 30.5 per cent
of the vote. But Labour’s tally of 10 seats and 13.7 per cent of the vote and
the Tories’ 4 seats and 8.8 per cent of the vote showed both parties were on
the wrong side of history. Theresa May resigned from office.
Surrender or Sovereignty?
Her successor as prime minister, Boris Johnson, is pledged to get ‘Brexit
done’ by 31 October and take the UK out of the EU, deal or no deal,
preparing simultaneously for the perfectly feasible and respectable WTO
exit, also referred to as ‘no deal’.
So three years after the referendum, has the UK constitution triumphed to
bring about the radical change needed to execute its outcome, but in a
manner which has made UK democracy a lesson to the world: peacefully
and in an orderly way? Unfortunately, this happy ending has been
postponed.
MPs professedly opposed to no deal, but in most cases were really opposed
to Brexit altogether, regrouped in early September to delay departure on 31
October. They returned from their summer break full of indignation at the
short prorogation for the Queen’s speech the Prime Minister had announced
(a suspension which barely added seven days to the normal three week
conference break); then they sought to stop a no deal exit by passing their
own law mandating the prime minister to delay Brexit if no deal is reached;
then they voted down his bill, under the Fixed Parliaments Act, for an early
election.
2
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Johnson insists he will not seek a delay. He has removed the party whip from
rebel Tory MPs and now leads a minority government. Meanwhile the
Queen’s speech is scheduled for October 14 and though MPs have refused
an election, sooner or later one is inevitable. In this stand-off, at issue for
people and prime minister is Brexit on 31October with or without a deal.
Unlike Mrs May, the prime minister is determined to defeat, not join, the
MPs who are using parliament to prevent Brexit. To do so he is determined
to draw a line under MPs’ abuse of office to violate the democratic freedom
exercised in 2016 by a majority of people in their millions to choose to leave
the EU.
Johnson enjoys an advantage over May. He recognises that his authority
rests on those by whose grace he governs: they want the UK out of the EU
and he understands he has no choice but to leave by Halloween. Moreover,
he has bound himself to do so. His political life, like Churchill’s in 1940,
depends on leading their fight to prevent any surrender of UK sovereignty.
Today the threat is not the German forces poised to pounce from the Channel
ports. It is the EU which would, under its and Theresa May’s deal, end UK
sovereignty, control the economy through EU law and through trade –
the main artery of productive life. The EU intends to hold out for
UK capitulation, not by military defeat, but by the easy win of a UK
treaty surrender. Johnson cannot agree: Britain’s independence depends
today on resisting, where the EU seek to violate sovereignty. The
country must be prepared to fight, peacefully, as a sovereign power, for
that sovereignty, just as in other times it prepared to resist military
invasion. Johnson is at one with the majority of voters. To that end he
will brook no further delay or obstruction from parliament.
How the drama unfolds is anyone’s guess, but one thing is sure, this is a fight
to the finish over who governs Britain. For the prime minister the
government will do what it must, deploy whatever tools are in its armoury,
for its legitimacy stems from the fact that it acts on the authority of the
people. Parliament and the MPs who frustrate the popular will lack
legitimacy. And by refusing an election, they refuse even to seek it.
3
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In this see-sawing for power of legislature v the executive, a power struggle
in which parliament seeks to extend its own powers against government and
the prime minister insists on holding the line, the popular will matters. MPs
who act as if their authority comes from themselves may be miscalculating.
For when in June this year both main parties’ vote share fell dramatically,
the prime minister herself accepted she had lost the authority to govern. The
polls suggest that the majority of people will at the next election back Boris
Johnson provided he exits the EU. Though in August a majority of those
polled favoured suspending parliament if necessary to prevent further delay
or obstruction of Brexit, the government instead opted to prepare for a
Queen’s speech, adding only a few days to the normal three week conference
recess for prorogation.1 What we are seeing is the last throw of the dice by
MPs to entrench a parliament that has lost popular support on the greatest
matter of the day, has forfeited the constitutional authority to legislate and
now refuses to seek it. For in Britain’s constitution the authority to exercise
power comes from the people. Having voted to restore the country’s
sovereignty, like Johnson, they want Brexit ‘done’.
As for the EU, any jubilation its leaders might feel at the spectacle of MPs
mounting a coup against Britain’s democratic system to take ‘no deal’ off
the table and give them the upper hand is premature. They should recognise
that a deal must respect the UK’s constitutional and economic sovereignty,
for which people voted and Johnson stands surety. And they should know
that an election is on the way. Johnson has staked his future on rejecting
May’s defeatist thinking, and he will not accept the backstop.
Before meeting the German and French leaders, Angela Merkel and
Emmanuel Macron in August, he explained in writing to EU Council
President, Donald Tusk (19 August) why the backstop, an anti-democratic
Polls, Com Res, 13 August 2019, poll for the Telegraph 9-11 Aug,
https://www.comresglobal.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/The-Telegraph_August-2019Tables.pdf Table 86 Q.7 54 per cent of voters agreed, 46 per cent disagreed (‘Do you agree or
disagree with the following statements?: Boris needs to deliver Brexit by any means,
including suspending parliament if necessary, in order to prevent MPs from stopping it Base:
All respondents excluding don't knows).
1
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measure, cannot work and must be shelved. It would keep the UK in the
customs union under swathes of EU law and undermine constitutional
sovereignty. Unless the EU agrees to drop it, the Withdrawal Agreement will
be buried. Neither the UK’s constitutional sovereignty nor its economic
future can be undermined as proposed. But the UK will continue to respect
the Good Friday Agreement. It has promised that it will not put up any
border, and that it will give this commitment legal force – and Johnson
invites the EU to do the same. Meanwhile both leaders have invited the UK
to make alternative proposals and they are now being drawn up.
WTO Trade – No deal, no cliff edge
The EU should think hard about its future. If it refuses to accept workable
alternatives, future trade will be on the basis of exiting on terms which do
not stymie the UKs independence for the future, which would also permit a
future free trade deal with the EU, or trade under international law and WTO
terms (‘no deal’). Since both sides would be starting with the same standards
or outcomes, in fact identical laws, the EU would be in breach of
international law if it erects new barriers against a fellow WTO member.
That would also mean there are no regulatory barriers, no ‘punishments’, no
obstructions at ports, for these would be outlawed under the WTO
framework, which prohibits unnecessary trade barriers, meaning those
which are based on identifiable risks to matters such as health and safety.
The WTO further prohibits discriminatory treatment of products, meaning
tougher rules for products coming from certain countries. This would rule
out the blockades and other kinds of non-cooperation often threatened by
antagonists. It also obliges members to observe continuity of arrangements
for cross-border trade when there is continuity in respect of rules for
outcomes. In other ways too, the WTO is far from being the negative option
painted for political reasons, points underlined by UK economic and trade
lawyer, David Collins.2

I am grateful to Professor Collins for also clarifying how UK services can prepare for no deal
(28 Aug 2019). See Ch. IX for a fuller analysis drawing on his proposals and those of
Barnabas Reynolds for the legal framework for trade in goods and services including financial
services post Brexit.
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WTO rules account for most of the world’s trade and facilitate the
conclusion of bilateral preferential trade agreements with other countries.
On import tariffs, the previous government’s decision to have a 0 per cent
rate for around 87 per cent of imports in the event of no deal is being
reviewed, presumably with a view to considering the likely impact on UK
producers and consumers as against potential WTO tariff rates – generally
of around 2 per cent but higher for cars, food and agri-goods. For services,
although coverage is incomplete under the WTO General Agreement on
Trade in Services (GATS), Collins suggests that services trade with the EU
can be largely maintained through strategies such as a commercial presence
in an EU Member State or the use of intermediaries. While these techniques
are not costless, much of the expense of these preparations has already been
born by UK firms in the years since the referendum. Add to this that the EU
confirmed in November of 2018 that it will continue to permit UK airlines
to fly over and land at EU airports, facilitating the movement of
professionals so required for many modern services.
For the long term the prospect is of greater services liberalization, for which
negotiations continue, and other options, such as the currently moribund
plurilateral Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA); for UK-wide financial
services and the City, one of the two global centres along with New York
with access to the liquidity, investment and trade opportunities of the world,
the option of creating the UK as its own financial centre under UK law and
relevant international agreements could work well for stability and security
for business and customers and to attract new trade, investment and
businesses to the UK.
A ‘Good Old Haggle’ – A future UK-EU trade deal.
Now that it is clear that UK sovereignty, constitutional and economic, is not
for sale, the EU can either drop the backstop and accept the UK’s proposals
for an alternative, or prepare for no deal, as both parties focus on the future.
The UK, unfettered by EU conditions that stymie its freedom as an
independent economy, trader and sovereign power, can look ahead to long
term relations, including the options for mutual trade. Both parties are
committed in principle to the goal of a free trade deal. Since 2016 many in
6
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the UK have highlighted as a potential model, the FTA already signed by the
EU with Canada, an off-the-shelf trade agreement – the Canada EU (CETA)
agreement based on mutual recognition. A UK-EU free trade deal could
improve on that, a CETA ‘plus’, and proposals outlining legal framework
for goods and services trade will be considered in Chapter IX.
Provided a FTA were agreed in principle, delays or obstruction in the interim
need not happen, for, under international law there need be no tariffs and no
tariff barriers, pending negotiation of the final deal. The £39bn divorce
payment – now to be withheld – could be made in instalments to facilitate
the interim arrangements. There could be other ‘wins’ for the EU: various
policies that the new government has already made clear it favours, e.g. a
guarantee to EU citizens in the UK announced by Johnson, the UK promise
not to put up any Irish border infrastructure, formally made on 19 August,
supplemented by proposals to facilitate cross border traffic in Ireland. Other
carrots can be dangled and put onto the table for a ‘good old haggle’, just as
Johnson intends for the US-UK trade deal. That, after all, is the stuff of trade
deals. Since both parties start with the same standards, indeed identical laws,
things would be less complex than with other EU trade deals.
There could be cherries too for the French, the Italians and the Germans to
pick if they, the founder countries of the EU project, play their cards fair –
naval support for patrolling the Mediterranean; working with NATO allies
in Europe, particularly the French, cooperation by leading UK universities
and scientific institutions in European projects. Yes, there is a deal to be
done for the future, even if the EU refuses to drop the backstop. This free
trade deal will not be a pushover. It will take time. It may have to be agreed,
like Canada, in stages, the difficult bits left for future negotiating. But it can
and should reinforce a Brexit that honours the referendum vote and a trading
partnership that, like others struck by free nations, only gives something for
something, and never trades sovereignty constitutional, political or legal.
***
Boris Johnson should therefore start where he intends to end, a future free
trade deal with the EU, one to be reached between the UK as a sovereign
7
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power and the EU, the international organisation the UK is about to leave. If
this way forward is agreed in principle, present trade arrangements could
continue unimpeded under international law, while negotiations take place.
As with many similar trade deals, the terms can be for mutual recognition of
each other’s laws for goods and services, for which much legal work is done.
Johnson appears to understand that it is the people of this country who will
carry its destiny forward. He should also recognise that the UK’s borders are
bridges as well as defences; that its boundaries are those set by the law, UK
law made in Westminster, not Brussels and that on each depends
sovereignty, freedom and prosperity – with the right to trade freely with the
world and the EU.

8
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One of the strengths of Britain is its political stability and the enduring
relationship between politicians and people* That relationship depends on
MPs and governments realising that the legitimate and successful exercise
of power is founded on the people’s will: over centuries the executive and
the legislature interpreted, anticipated, sought to shape and respond to that
will. They conceded, often reluctantly, it must be executed (or appear to be
executed), doing so sometimes under threat of losing tax income, power,
loyalty – often in order to win or remain in power. The relationship also
depends on the savvy, the scepticism and knowledge of politics of the people
themselves and their vigilant supervision of those who rule.
Britain’s rulers learned to accommodate the demands of a rapidly changing
world by respecting the people’s freedom to determine how they were
governed. They deferred to the popular will in a manner that marked out the
system of government emerging from the great political battles of the
19th and 20th century – for franchise reform, Irish Home Rule, free trade or
protection, radical social provision, dramatic economic change.
One such battle, over repealing the Corn Laws, culminated in a popular
victory in 1846, ending the import duties that kept grain prices high to
benefit landowners, thereby raising the cost of bread (many people’s staple
food). Responding to a national movement to repeal the laws that had swept
the country, the Conservative prime minister, Sir Robert Peel, drove repeal
through with Whig support in the teeth of his own party and the landed
interest, whose grain prices would fall if the tariffs on imported grain were
lowered. Peel’s ‘conversion’ and its consequences became a legend.
Although his decision divided his party, it did so not at the behest of the
ruling elites but in defiance of them; and, more important for the
Conservatives, it taught it an important truth – about where political power
and the authority on which it rested now lay. Within decades the party had
__________________________________

* This section draws on ‘A Question of Sovereignty’, Chapter I, Deal No Deal? The Battle for
Britain’s Democracy, S. Lawlor, 2018 (Deal No Deal?) and S. Lawlor, Ruling the Ruler:
Parliament,The People, and Britain’s Political Identity (2016).
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transformed itself into the most successful, enduring and modern political
party of any democratic system, one whose leaders had little difficulty in
understanding and speaking to the national audience.
That lesson was periodically to be re-learned. It was relearned in the battles
to extend the franchise throughout the 19th century, and later to introduce
Irish land reform and home rule. It was to the fore during the battles over the
House of Lords vetoing the budget in Herbert Asquith’s Liberal Government
in 1909-10. Then the executive won by facing down the lords’ refusal to
accept the popular will for a budget to finance pension and insurance reform
– it deployed a potent weapon in the government’s armoury, the threat to
flood the lords with new peers. The lesson was relearned after the First
World War by Bonar Law: he took the Conservatives out of the crisis ridden
post war Coalition of Lloyd George in 1922 with Baldwin to shape a more
explicit Conservatism, bowing to the constitutional authority of the people
from whom MPs and governments derived their power. It was Baldwin who
reminded MPs of that authority: it is the country that returns you, it is the
country that will judge you.3
Those early days of the 20th century’s full franchise shaped the foundations
of the politics we know today. Then political leaders, even more than their
19th century predecessors, accommodated the conduct of power to reflect the
authority vested in them by the people, as they sought, particularly in 1920s,
'30s and '40s to preserve Britain’s way of democratic freedom as the best
guarantee against the demagoguery of continental dictatorships. Through the
political battles over economic prosperity, social change, foreign policy,
defence and the national interest, they learned the lessons of winning and
holding power. Some MPs came from political families; others from the
early 20th century were schooled through the trade unions; all learned from
campaigning and contesting, often bringing ‘the last voters from the pub –
and back again’. All had a healthy sense of the transience of power and
where authority lay. Expectations were high. British politicians knew they
dealt with a people used to deciphering the codes of political speak and the
4 Dec 1924, Stanley Baldwin, On England, p.73, London 1926; Baldwin had replaced Bonar
Law as Conservative leader and prime minister.

3
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details of policy, sophisticated in unpicking dissimulation. If they did not
realise that, they paid the price at the polls.
People had indeed traditionally been well versed in the politics of the day;
they attended public meetings, gave candidates a hard time and exposed
shaky posturing. Reports of the hustings and political meetings in the 19th
century had wide circulation in periodicals, and newspapers were backed by
the literature of the modern election: pamphlets, fly sheets, ballads, and (in
the case of Peel) mourning poems and subscription appeals for a memorial
monument. These reveal a lively and extensive popular knowledge of and
interest in the policy of politics, the protagonists and their failings, in which
spectators often challenged, mocked, undermined the case of those seeking
office.4 By the early 20th century mass rallies were addressed by contending
leaders from the top of a parked car before and after the hiatus of the First
World War. Even before the extension of the full franchise therefore, just as
after, people had the sense that MPs were accountable; they knew what was
at stake. They knew who they wanted to win and why.
Thus in 1922 they sent packing the last Liberal prime minister, Lloyd George
and his besmirched coalition; they made Labour a main party of opposition;
and in December 1923 their vote put into power Britain’s first Labour
government. Having thus shown an open-mindedness to Labour, they settled
down to Conservative rule under two able, but relatively unknown, 20th
century leaders, Bonar Law in 1922 and, when he got throat cancer, Stanley
Baldwin in 1923, whose government brought to the policies of peacetime a
mastery in social reform, from pensions and insurance schemes to housebuilding and local government that transferred the functions of the poor law
guardians to the modern local authority. In that year also, on a true, but
boring slogan of ‘safety first’, Conservatives lost to Labour which returned
to its second term in office, but formed a national government after the
financial crisis broke in 1931, with Labour’s Ramsay MacDonald, then
Baldwin and his successors for the rest of the 1930s and during the war years.
4 For the involvement and sense of accountability during the 19 th and early 20th century, and an
illustration from the 1850 Lambeth by-election, see my Ruling the Ruler: Parliament, the
People and Britain’s Political Identity (2016), pp 11-24.
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By contrast with its continental neighbours throughout the inter-war years,
as voters were often reminded, Britain’s system of government was stable,
was said to owe its stability to the system which respected freedom and
voters’ decisions determining how they were governed. In a discourse that
had its fair share of hyperbole, there was, nonetheless, a view to which both
voters and their leaders willingly subscribed. They saw theirs as a distinctive
identity, a political system unique to this country, based on a commitment to
freedom by the free born, shaped over centuries, under which legislative and
executive power was accountable and constrained by both the democratic
system and the rule of law. It brought stability, order and the protection of a
democratic system and the rule of law to life, liberty and property rights. By
contrast, instability or totalitarianism seemed to mar the continental systems,
bringing fascism, communism or violence that threatened life and property
rights, and undermined people’s freedom.5
Thus during these years Britain’s successful political leaders evoked the
sense shared by their listeners that their country was unique because they
were the architects of their own and its destiny, and had been over centuries,
fashioning a system of laws as free people in their parishes and councils,
their parliaments and corporations, holding kings and tyrants to account.
Their system was subject to the law, which even the government had to obey,
and rulers looked back to a long tradition originating in the idea that Magna
Carta is the Law, Let the King Look Out.6
That respect for the popular will allowed for orderly change, even the most
dramatic change and for the other side to have a fair hearing, a fair crack of
the whip and the chance to govern. That was the case when in 1924 the
Labour Party came to government for the first time, and again in 1945 when
it was returned dramatically, ousting Churchill, the man who had won the
war. On both occasions the outgoing prime minister of the day facilitated,
even anticipated the change, and MPs and parliament saw it through, co-operating
Speeches highlighting the threat to freedom or the fight to preserve it or restore it were
frequently made by Baldwin in the 1930s and Churchill and Attlee in 1940-45.
6 For the reference to Magna Carta, Stanley Baldwin, speech, Westminster Hall, 4 July 1935,
in This Torch of Freedom, London (1935).
5
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in executing the change for which people voted. It was the case in 1979,
when Margaret Thatcher was put in power to herald a reversal of the
economic consensus, seen to have brought Britain to its knees and rendering
it ungovernable. On each occasion the losing side accepted defeat, accepted
that the people’s decision must be honoured and its execution facilitated. In
2016 that did not happen – those who lost the vote, fought on to reverse it.
Many MPs now, however, have turned their backs on the precedents of a
century and more. They continue to conspire and combine to deploy
parliament’s power to delay or prevent Brexit: a battle of parliament against
the people. There is now, though, a prime minister who intends to execute
the people’s decision, and to restore the constitutional separation of powers
of executive and legislature, so each respects the popular will. He
understands, as British prime ministers long have, that it is from the people
that he and other MPs, and both government and parliament, derive their
power This is a fight, not only to make Brexit happen as promised, but to
preserve and restore the tattered institutions of government and parliament
as the servant, not the master, of the people.

rating
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III
The EU’s Challenge to Brexit

For the EU, the UK’s decision to leave the EU and the country’s sovereign
right to exit was not to be facilitated.* That is unlikely to change: when the
new UK proposals for Northern Ireland are considered, France’s President,
Emmanuel Macron, and Germany’s Chancellor, Angela Merkel, are likely
to return to business as usual. They will probably then accept that no deal
can work in the interim and an FTA is on the cards. Macron aims to lead the
EU to closer integration and, as its chief Brexit negotiator, Michel Barnier
made clear from the outset, neither he nor the EU would facilitate the
decisive Brexit signalled by the leave vote with its pithy aim ‘to take back
control’. Respecting the decision and the spirit of the Article 50 terms which
facilitated departure, would not be in EU interests as they see them. More to
the point it would not serve the political and economic goals of the French
state in the Franco-German led project for European union. To understand
why the UK’s political identity cannot be accommodated, the very different
aims of this country and those who founded the EU, should be considered.
The founding aim of the French led Franco-German project was integration
under French leadership with a tightly regulated centralised economic
system, into which Germany has been bound since the initial European Coal
and Steel Community under the Treaty of Paris in 1951. Developing as the
European Economic Community (EEC) with Italy and the Benelux countries
under Treaty of Rome in 1957 (Treaty establishing the European Economic
Community), it would accommodate France’s desire for security –
economic, political and military – against its powerful and irrepressible
eastern neighbour. That desire may have softened in recent decades, but the
symbiotic relationship that developed from French post-war aims and
Germany’s desire for political rehabilitation has become stronger. The
project to which it led now extends geographically north to the Baltic, south
to the Mediterranean, east to the far shores of Greece and west to the
Portuguese and Spanish Atlantic, described by many for better, for worse,
as a second Roman empire. Today the aim of European political and
economic integration remains as central as at the start.

h

* This section draws on ‘Opposing Brexit: the EU’, Chapter II, Lawlor, Deal No Deal?
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It was therefore paramount for M. Barnier, the Franco-German axis and the
EU whose interests he so ably promoted, that such unity is not fissured. To
this end Brexit was to be the last breakaway, not the first – and the
rebelliously minded from Athens to Italy, via Hungary and Poland, must not
draw heart from any Brexit deal, nor be encouraged to follow suit. The same
goes for voters in France and Germany, whether amongst those loyal to
traditional parties or moving elsewhere. These voters object to the EU’s antidemocratic and authoritarian system of centralised control, economic and
political. It was also paramount that the UK economy should be restricted
after Brexit to prevent its doing as well or better than the EU’s, or competing
with the single market, and stopped by whatever means could be found, from
importing cheaper third country goods for its 70+ million consumers to buy.
The battle is not merely political, it is a battle between two economic systems
– the UK’s free market, competitive, challenger and entrepreneurial system
and the French centrally directed model grafted onto the EU.
The French economy is politically centralised, directed, controlled and
highly taxed. Emmanuel Macron’s structural and fiscal reforms, if they
work, will help to streamline the model, not change it. Here is an economy
which works in its own way, historically dirigiste, certainly since the
seventeenth century, to serve the political aims of the French State, with high
levels of state intervention, taxation, and direction. In many respects it is
successful. High productivity in both services and goods tells a story of a
high value, elite economy, epitomised by the training of elites, in the
Grandes Écoles, engineers, financiers, administrators, among whom are both
Emmanuel Macron, a former Rothschild investment banker, and Michel
Barnier, a graduate of the Paris Business School ESCP Europe (École
Supérieure de Commerce de Paris): a galaxy of crack performers in a system
which nurtures and rewards talent. France pays its way through this
expensive, dirigiste system by being and under-writing a rich, knowledgebased economy. But the cost is high, unemployment levels at c. 10 per cent
are over twice the UK or German average, and the bleeding of talented able
entrepreneurially minded citizens who abandon the Hexagon’s punitive tax
and controls, many for the UK to work as bankers, financiers and in the
higher level professions (the French consulate estimating around 300,00016
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400,000 French nationals now live in London) underline the importance to
the French of binding the UK’s Brexit economy by the same constraints as
the French.
To the official French mind, the UK’s market economy appears an upstart,
its very characteristics – competitive, entrepreneurial, flexible and cheaper
– a fault. The principles on which it is built, protecting freedom, rewarding
competition, are suspect and for many French eyes a euphemism for a
barrow boy economy that undercuts and takes short cuts epitomised by its
latest incarnation, the dreaded ‘gig’. In short it is the antithesis to the
regulated, directed and expensive French version. The trouble is, that like
that of its other bastion the US, the model works. The City of London
historically built on those strengths to emerge as one of the world’s leading
financial centres, rivalled only by New York, each a global centre, each
underwritten by the common law, London a global magnet for legal and
other professional services, for investing and attracting capital and for doing
complex commercial deals, underwritten by British courts. It is no accident
that both have flourished, London for centuries, as a testament to the free
market economy. Britain has led the world in shaping the international rules
for trade in the sector, adopted or developed both in the EU and
internationally, reflecting the same principles. But now, as the Eurozone
prepares for closer political integration, the arrangements for monetary and
economic union are following closely behind, and services, which have in
general got away lightly, will now increasingly come under the EU rulebook.
As chief Brexit negotiator, Barnier’s position on financial services was more
complex. The ‘dogma’ of no cherry picking, a single market which the EU
‘cannot … let unravel’ in which ‘the free movement of persons, goods,
services and capital are indivisible’ and in which there could be ‘no sector
by sector participation’ for third countries, is seen as imperative. It is seen
as essential to maintaining EU sovereignty, as ‘a big market place …[and ]
also [as] a social and economic community… [with] common standards’,
and in respect of which ‘third countries must accept [EU] autonomy to set
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the rules and adopt standards’.7 Although France’s finance minister initially
rejected the UK 2018 proposal for equivalence, and there could be no ‘cherry
picking’ as between goods and services (the position is discussed below,
Chapter IV), Barnier’s position on the financial sector is more nuanced. As
a former Commissioner for Services he recognises the importance of open
markets for financial services and he believes in precedent, as an article of
faith one by which the EU spiritually breathes (which he has been
instrumental throughout in setting). Already, the single market is, as he
explains, open to third countries, with the ‘free movement of capital’ and
relies on ‘the regulation and supervision of [i.e. by] third countries or
equivalence’.8 The position for services more generally was for mutual
recognition, with trade under the host state’s law, proposed more formally
by Donald Tusk, in March 2018 (Chapter IV below). As the negotiations
reached their conclusion in 2019, both parties therefore appeared to be
agreed on mutual recognition basis for services trade with equivalence the
basis for the financial sector. But then the question became how and by
whom ‘equivalence’ would be determined (Chapters VII, IX). Barnier
wanted to control the UK’s legal framework to prevent it from being
competitive. Having cornered the UK under Theresa May into agreeing to
EU demands, for the talks’ timetable and agenda (see Chapter IV), by the
Withdrawal Agreement, the levers were in place. Until that became law, no
future trade would be discussed.
May’s successor, Boris Johnson, has changed course. The question is will
France under its president, Emmanuel Macron, do the same? Known to
favour no deal, though unwilling to reject out of hand Johnson’s offer for a
revised backstop, the likelihood is that both France and Germany will stand
by the current Withdrawal Agreement, poised for no deal and to focus on a
future trade deal. For Macron, future UK relations with the bloc for trade
and with France for defence and security, matter, as they also do for his
domestic agenda. President Macron can therefore either stand by the
EC speech 6 July 2017, European Social and Economic Committee,
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-17-1922_en.htm
8 Speech to American Chamber of Commerce, 10 July 2018. The EU, as Barnier explained
there, had adopted hundreds (200+) equivalence decisions covering 30 foreign jurisdictions
including the US. http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-18-4452_en.htm
7
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Withdrawal Agreement with the penalties and restrictions it imposes on the
UK, though that could mean the UK leaves with no deal. But he can also
draw a line under May’s deal and work with Johnson for free trade post
Brexit. Having made no secret of his determination to pursue a far grander
agenda, to lead the EU post Merkel to ever closer union and restore France’s
lead as a global power, diplomatically and in European-US relations, while
carving out a global mission in the field of eco-warriorship, he may be
unwilling to see Brexit delayed, unwilling to reject out of hand an alternative
UK Irish border solution and unwilling to weaken the EU by revising the
deal. The options are in the balance. The uncertainties complicate matters
with a tantalizing spectre of the UK’s internal anti-Brexit forces preventing
a no deal exit to be weighed against the urgent imperative for his presidency
of moving ahead with his EU and France’s agenda. To that the UK’s good
will as a NATO ally, a rich economy, a Francophile friend, is imperative.
While M. Macron weighs the risks and options, M. Barnier will for as long
as instructed continue to do what he has done, formidably, since the outset,
to set and stand by implacably the official line.9
***
Michel Barnier, one of the most determined proponents of France’s
European project of ever closer integration, started life as a Gaullist member
of parliament (now the Republicans) joining a political cause to promote the
aims of the French state, politically centralised and economically dirigiste.
A government and then cabinet minister by the 1990s, his dedication to that
project has led to a life alternating between Brussels and Paris since the early
2000s, interchanging jobs in the EU and French government to shape the
project, shape France’s destiny. The list is impressive: EU Commissioner for
Regional Affairs, French minister for foreign affairs, José Manuel Barroso’s
special adviser repackaging the Constitution for Europe as the Lisbon
Treaty, French minister for agriculture, EU Commissioner for Internal

9 Macron’s statement to the G7 Biarritz meeting (24-6 Aug 2019) touches on these aims.
See also S. Lawlor’s ‘President Macron … clean-break Brexit.’ Brexit Central, 4 Aug 2019.
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Market and Services (2010-2014) and Jean Claude Juncker’s chief EU
Brexit negotiator.10
Barnier was determined from the outset to play the Brexit talks to the French
tune and did so with, it seems, a German blessing – with the Franco-German
dynamic dominating. That would mean a Brexit, as President Macron and
Mrs Merkel made clear, in which the UK could not ‘cherry pick’ or do better
outside the EU than she would within, enjoying the benefits without the
obligations of membership. In short, the fragile status quo ante must be
preserved after Brexit in so far as it could, the UK’s remainer elites dealt
with to bypass a genuine Brexit.
For Mrs Merkel, weakened internally in Germany and externally in the EU,
her attempts to balance the power struggle between the individual member
states, the EU’s periphery, and the central bureaucracy in Brussels, have
come gradually to a close, damaged beyond repair, especially by her own
immigration policy. Though appearing to hold things together at home in
coalition with the Social Democrats (SPD) since December 2015, quelling
the criticism from the CSU, the CDU’s Bavarian sister party, and defeating
the bid for chancellorship by former EU parliament president, Martin
Schulze in 2017, the leadership of her party, the CDU has now gone to
Annagret Kramp-Karrenbauer, who wants to continue the coalition with the
Social Democrats (SPD). Merkel had good reason to throw her weight
behind the Brexit talks strategy, as the best way to hold the project of her
lifetime together, one from which Germany is a beneficiary. Her economy,
like that of France is expensive and highly productive. Its high productivity
derives partly from the celebrated ‘dual system’ of training to result in a high
value economy, its goods sector (around 30 per cent of the economy) noted
for cars, electrical goods, pharmaceuticals, engineering goods, and a serious
service sector accounting for 70 per cent of the economy. A particular
10 Minister for the Environment (1993-95), Minister of State for European Affairs (1995-97);
European Commissioner for Regional Affairs (1999-2004); Minister for Foreign Affairs (200405); Minister for Agriculture (2007-09); MEP (2009-10); EU Commissioner for Internal Market
and Services (2010-14). He served as a special adviser to Jose Manuel Baroso on creating a
European civil-protection force (2005-6) and member of the group rewriting the constitution to
become the Lisbon treaty (2006-7); and as Special Adviser on European Defence Policy to Jean
Claude Juncker (2015).
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beneficiary of the single market, the customs union and the Eurozone:
transport, availability of cheap labour, ready markets and a cheap Euro,
Germany is the richest EU economy, fourth richest in the G7. Such benefits
outweigh the economic costs and the political toll on the established parties
losing out to challengers from left and right.
Angela Merkel recognises that the UK leadership has changed, but her
trademark willingness to hear UK proposals for Brexit has hitherto aimed to
encourage the UK, step by step, to accommodate Franco-German strategy
and political and economic priorities. June 2019 forecasts indicated German
GDP was set to grow by just 0.6 per cent this year – rising to 1.2 per cent, in
2020. Fresh Brexit proposals must play to her lifetime’s twin project, an EU
in which Germany is heavily invested, one which serves the economic
interests of the German economy, the world’s fifth biggest exporter.
For the EU’s Franco-German founders, the internally directed and protected
single market remains the glue which holds the EU together. Centralised
economics have served the political goal of French unity and will continue
to bind the EU. To survive the fissures in the east and the economic misery
in the south, new life must be breathed into it, overcoming, as President
Macron intends, the obstacles to ever closer union, whether at home or
within the EU’s own borders. Macron is a Euro-integrationist with purpose;
he intends to return France to the driving seat out of which his country has
been eased by successive German chancellors, to save the EU through a
programme of reform, extract compliance from the other 26 to promoting
the closer social, economic, political and monetary union of the Eurozone.
As saviour of the EU, he will adapt its design to promote Europhile driven
integration, bring French dirigisme to the rescue of Brussels centralism, and
is poised to take over when the current German chancellor, Angela Merkel,
bows out (e.g. Macron’s Paris speeches, 27 Aug 2018, 3 July 2019). There
are therefore two ‘red lines’ for the EU’s UK Brexit deal. There can be
nothing in it that widens the cracks in the integration project and everything
in it to constrain the UK economy, a position formally finalised in February
2018 as the next chapter will explain. But if the UK leaves without a deal,
then UK-EU future trade can be bartered for Macron’s own shopping list.
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The EU’s own aims prompted the brilliant try on of imposing the EU mindset
on the UK to make it the captive of the EU’s Brexit aims.* This chapter will
suggest that the EU’s approach depended on obliging the UK to submit to
its continued dominance in any future relationship, but doing so through the
exit deal that would bind the UK economy to EU law post Brexit. The formal
EU position was announced in February and March 2018 and has been held
since then. On it the bloc has refused to budge. Although at that stage the
UK’s stated commitment was to leave the EU, the single market, the customs
union and EU law, it had already become so enmeshed in EU aims that, as
time moved on, it gave way to the EU, giving up the very ground on which
the government had stood for election as later chapters will explain. This
chapter will examine the detailed, formal positions proposed by each side in
March 2018, that is before the UK’s later public change of heart.
The EU Position
The EU has been single-minded in pursuing its dominant aim: to prevent
Brexit and the UK withdrawal from undermining EU and Eurozone
integration. The benign nature of Article 50 of the 2017 Treaty on European
Union to ‘negotiate and conclude an agreement’ with the withdrawing
state,11 belies these intensely political aims that would determine its Brexit
* This section draws on ‘The Negotiations, The EU, The UK: Official Positions and the Draft
Withdrawal Agreement’, Chapter IV, Lawlor, Deal no Deal?
11
The Lisbon Treaty (2007) has two parts, The Treaty on European Union (TEU) and The
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and was to replace the Constitutional Treaty
rejected by French and Dutch voters.
Article 50 of the TEU states:
1. Any Member State may decide to withdraw from the Union in accordance with its own
constitutional requirements.
2. A Member State which decides to withdraw shall notify the European Council of its
intention. In the light of the guidelines provided by the European Council, the Union shall
negotiate and conclude an agreement with that State, setting out the arrangements for its
withdrawal, taking account of the framework for its future relationship with the Union. That
agreement shall be negotiated in accordance with Article 218 (3) of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union. It shall be concluded on behalf of the Union by the
Council, acting by a qualified majority, after obtaining the consent of the European
Parliament.
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negotiation (Chapter III). Broadly the EU aimed to discourage potential
rebellions elsewhere in its vast territories by imposing the terms of victor
over vanquished. EU realpolitik demanded that the UK must pay the price
of rebellion, and be seen to pay the price. Many EU citizens who pin their
hopes on Britain were (and are still) watching. From its first reaction to the
referendum, the EU’s red lines for trade had been made clear: there could be
‘no cherry picking’ by the UK; the UK must be worse off outside the EU
than inside; and outside the single market, outside the customs union, the
UK face trade barriers. Above all there could be no trade talks until the UK
agreed a withdrawal treaty on which the EU would dominate to set timing,
agenda, and context for the talks to limit UK freedom, not only for leaving
the EU, but for its future outside. The aim was to keep UK economy bound
into the EU economy under EU law via the mechanisms of the withdrawal
agreement and by obliging for the future ‘rule alignment’, ‘level playing
field’ rules and ECJ dispute resolution. The EU would be seen to triumph
economically having defeated the UK politically.
By February 28, 2018 the EU’s position was set, published in its version of
the draft Withdrawal Agreement. The parameters had been drawn at the
outset in 2017. Before any trade negotiations began, the EU’s demands for
withdrawal must be met – for a UK payment to the EU, for the UK to fall in
with the EU approach to the Northern Irish border, and for the UK to
accept the bloc’s demands on citizens’ rights. By December 2017 the UK
appeared to have given way, or be in the process of giving way, the talks
continuing in the new year. On 28 February 2018, the Commission, in what
appeared to be a pre-emptive strike, published the draft Withdrawal Agreement
3. The Treaties shall cease to apply to the State in question from the date of entry into force
of the Withdrawal Agreement or, failing that, two years after the notification referred to in
paragraph 2, unless the European Council, in agreement with the Member State concerned,
unanimously decides to extend this period.
4. For the purposes of paragraphs 2 and 3, the member of the European Council or of the
Council representing the withdrawing Member State shall not participate in the discussions
of the European Council or Council or in decisions concerning it.
A qualified majority shall be defined in accordance with Article 238(3)(b) of the Treaty on
the Functioning of the European Union.
5. If a State which has withdrawn from the Union asks to rejoin, its request shall be subject
to the procedure referred to in Article 49.
23
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the text for a formal agreement on the full range of matters from citizens’ rights
to a protocol for the Irish border and with serious limitations proposed for
the longer term, e.g. vis a vis EU law and ECJ jurisdiction on these.
Above all Northern Ireland would remain in a customs and regulatory area
with the EU if no agreement were reached potentially for ever.12 If anyone
doubted that the EU was intent on obliging the UK to follow the EU’s
economic and trade law under ultimate ECJ jurisdiction, such doubts would
be dispelled a week later on 7 March, when the EU statement on the future
relationship, an announcement with formal Article 50 Guidelines by
Donald Tusk, was circulated and published shortly after.
12 The

EU issued the text as follows:
28 Feb TF50 (2018) 33-Commission to EU 27
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/draft_withdrawal_agreement.pdf;
15 Mar TF50 (2018) 33/2-Commission to UK
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/negotiation-agreements-atomenergy-15mar_en.pdf;
19 Mar TF50 (2018)35-Commission to EU 27
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/draft_agreement_coloured.pdf with
progress in 16-19 Mar talks and highlighted text of points of disagreement and others yet to be
settled.
The UK’s The Draft Agreement on the Withdrawal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland from the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community, was
published on 19 Mar with highlights indicating points of agreement, disagreement and others yet
to be settled,
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/691366/20180319_DRAFT_WITHDRAWAL_AGREEMENTpdf (DWA 19 Mar). It set out
the arrangements for the UK withdrawal indicating the points of difference with the EU.

The Withdrawal Agreement along with the Tusk Guidelines covered the fundamentals of the sort
of Brexit envisaged by the EU, many having been indicated throughout and/or by Michel Barnier
(examples noted in brackets):
•
•
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•

European Law and the ECJ. The UK during the transition would be subject to EU law and the full
acquis (DWA 19 Mar, Michael Barnier, 29 Jan). After that, the UK must continue to have due regard
for the relevant ECJ case law handed down, though ultimately the ECJ would rule on EU law.
Northern Ireland during the transition would remain aligned with the EU bloc as the default position
if no agreement has been reached. Afterwards, if no agreement has been reached, he EU wants a
default position that Northern Ireland remains in a common regulatory area with the rest of Ireland for
customs, VAT, energy, the environment, agriculture and other areas, under the EU and UK jointly,
with the same customs arrangements. (DWA 19 Mar Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland). (On this
the UK registered disagreement).
EU-UK Trade after Brexit. The transition arrangements (DWA 19 Mar) continued the status quo
and the Withdrawal Agreement and Donald Tusk’s ‘Guidelines’, 23 March, set out the EU position
for trade post Brexit in line with earlier EU proposals and approach. (The UK would face trade
barriers outside the single market and the customs union, M. Barnier, 5 Feb).
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The EU proposal13 was for a free trade agreement for all sectors with zero
tariffs, to cover services and give reciprocal access to fishing waters, but
subject to the caveat that greater obstacles would exist than now. Not only
would UK-EU trade ‘not… [be made] frictionless or smoother’ but it would
be ‘more complicated and costly’. The UK could not have the ‘rights of
Norway’, but only ‘the obligations of Canada’ and it could not ‘pick-andmix’ either the sectors of the single market or the roles for the ECJ as it
wished.14 For a free trade agreement for goods, there must be reciprocal
access to fishing waters, and for services the aim would be to allow market
access to provide services under host state rules, to an extent consistent with
the fact that the UK will become a third country not sharing a common
13 Donald Tusk’s formal Article 50 guidelines, circulated on 7 Mar, published 23 Mar in close cooperation

with the members of the European Council https://www.euractiv.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2018/03/
European-council-Art.50-23-March-2018-Draft-Guidelines.pdf
• For a free trade agreement:
➢ For goods there must be reciprocal access to fishing waters and resources.
➢ For services the aim would be to allow market access to provide services under host state
rules, including as regards right of establishment for providers, to an extent consistent with
the fact that the UK will become a third country and not sharing a common regulatory,
supervisory, enforcement and judiciary framework.
• For a satisfactory relationship to develop there must be robust guarantees which ensure a level
playing field:
➢ The UK must not enjoy ‘unfair competitive advantage’.
➢ This will require a combination of ‘substantive rules aligned with EU and international
standards, adequate mechanisms to ensure effective implementation domestically,
enforcement and dispute settlement mechanisms in the agreement as well as Union
autonomous remedies ...’
➢ The UK must allow the EU rights to fish in UK waters on reciprocal basis.
Donald Tusk, President of the European Council, speaking on 7 Mar 2018 on the
draft guidelines circulated to the EU 27 for comment on relations with the UK after Brexit,
which were not formally published and not the final guidelines. The aim he announced was
(italics denote quotation):
a trade agreement covering all sectors and with zero tariffs on goods and addressing
services, in which for fisheries, reciprocal access to fishing waters and resources should be
maintained. The agreement would not make trade between the UK and the EU frictionless
or smoother. It will make it more complicated and costly than today … the essence of Brexit
… The outcome of the negotiations must pass two key tests: that of the balance of rights and
obligations, e.g. the EU cannot grant the UK the rights of Norway with the obligations of
Canada and that of the integrity of the single market. No Member State is free was free to pick…
those sectors of the single market it likes, nor to accept the role of the ECJ only when it suits
their interest. By the same token, a pick-and-mix approach for a non-member state is out of
the question. We are not going to sacrifice these principles. It's simply not in our interest.
14

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2018/03/07/statement-by-presidentdonald-tusk-on-the-draft-guidelines-on-the-framework-for-the-future-relationship-with-theuk/ Statement by President Donald Tusk on the draft guidelines on the framework for
the future relationship with the UK.
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regulatory, supervisory, enforcement and judiciary framework. There must
be guarantees also to ensure ‘a level playing field’ if a satisfactory
relationship is to develop. In particular, the UK must not enjoy ‘unfair
competitive advantage’ and that would require ‘substantive’ rule alignment
with EU and international standards, mechanisms for effective
implementation, enforcement and dispute settlement in the agreement ‘as
well as Union autonomous remedies …’.15
The Guidelines stipulated ‘substantive’ alignment with the EU of UK rules,
mechanisms for effective implementation, enforcement and dispute
resolution and Union (EU) autonomous remedies. The Withdrawal
Agreement elaborated that after the transition the UK must have ‘due regard
for the relevant ECJ case law … though ultimately the ECJ would rule on
EU law’. Moreover, Britain must have no ‘unfair competitive advantage’
and must allow the EU reciprocal rights to fish in its waters.
The UK would not, as a result, enjoy the fruits of freedom in 2019 under
these proposals. The UK rulebook would remain aligned with EU and
international standards with the EU deciding on its ‘adequate
implementation mechanisms’ and ‘Union autonomous remedies’. The legal
implications of such proposals have been the subject of detailed analysis by
Martin Howe QC and of debate in Britain.16
Politically and constitutionally for the purposes of this analysis, certain
points should be highlighted. Some EU demands under the Withdrawal
Agreement envisaged arrangements inconsistent with the UK’s proposed
departure – quite apart from the transition agreement. For example, the ECJ
would continue to rule on ECJ law (rather than establishing independent
dispute resolution procedures), Northern Ireland would remain part of an EU
common regulatory area for customs and other matters, subject to the EU
and cut off from the UK’s post Brexit legal framework. Other demands for
Ibid, Tusk Guidelines, 23 Mar.
Martin Howe QC in a series of legal opinions Lawyers for Britain
(www.lawyersforbritain.org), has advised on the legal implications of the respective proposals,
providing a detailed assessment of the potential consequences for UK Courts vis a vis the ECJ.
See also Ch. VI and VII.
15
16
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the future rammed the message home. For future trade there would be
guaranteed level playing field laws, ‘substantive rule alignment’, Union
autonomous remedies – i.e. ECJ, not independent, dispute resolution.
The UK Position
The government intended that the UK would leave the EU, the
customs union and the single market in March 2019. Though concerned
about the Commission’s first draft (28 February), especially the proposal
for the Irish border and a ‘common regulatory area’ after Brexit, which,
May told the Commons, ‘no UK prime mister could ever agree’ to,17 there
was already a problem in principle in that the policy objects of the
Northern Ireland protocol were agreed (note 21 below).
But at that stage the prime minister focused on the government’s
proposals for future trade and the final agreement and announced these
on 2 March. They envisaged the UK’s legal, constitutional and
political autonomy; outlined an EU-UK free trade deal based on the
principle of mutual recognition for goods and to which it aspired for
services; anticipated enhanced equivalence for financial services trade.
(See discussion below Chapter IV). As well as the controversial 21-month
transition period during which the UK would continue to be subject to all
EU law but technically outside the EU and with no say in those laws,
the post-transition plan appeared to be consistent with the UK’s political
and constitutional aims and its tradition as both a common law country and
free market economy, except for one of the options trailed for
Northern Ireland – to mirror EU requirements on goods from around
the world, in a customs ‘partnership’.18
17 May told the Commons on 28 Feb that no UK prime minister ‘could ever agree’ to the EU
proposal that Northern Ireland be under separate single market arrangements, threatening the
constitutional integrity of the United Kingdom; she expected changes in the ‘common
regulatory area’ after Brexit on the island of Ireland. https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics43224785. For UK text and background basis for UK position, see 21 below.
18 Our future economic partnership with the EU, Theresa May, 2 Mar 2018. To the EU cavil of
‘cherry picking’, she explained ‘Every free trade agreement has varying market access
depending on the … interests of the countries … If that is ‘cherry picking, then every trade
arrangement is cherry picking’. Mrs May referred to the Chancellor’s forthcoming statement
for the services free trade proposals. https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-speech-onour-future-economic-partnership-with-the-european-union
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Mrs May touched on the withdrawal terms, confirming agreement had been
reached by late 2017 on ‘key elements now being turned into ‘draft legal
text’, though they had made clear ‘concerns about the [Commission’s] first
draft’ published a few days earlier.
The UK’s broad aims for its economic relationship with the EU and for a
free trade agreement, as set out on 2 March by the prime minister, therefore
seemed unchanged. The goal was ‘mutual access’ with an ‘independent
arbitration mechanism’ to resolve disagreement and ‘regulators working
together as happen[ed] internationally’. For trade in goods, the aim was as
frictionless a border with the EU as possible, one without tariffs or quotas,
to be achieved through ‘a comprehensive system of mutual recognition’. UK
law ‘would not necessarily be identical to EU law but … achieve the same
outcomes …’. For services mutual access was the goal, mutual recognition
the principle, proposed for professional qualifications, to be explored for
broadcasting or other services and with ‘enhanced equivalence’ for financial
services (as the chancellor was to explain). A collaborative, objective
framework – reciprocal, mutually agreed and permanent – and reliable for
business was proposed and that both sides would maintain the same
regulatory outcomes over time.
The UK’s broad approach was to the point, and despite the anti-Brexiteers
view that it was vague, the prime minister’s proposals covered the general
principles on which both goods and services trade would take place,
answered possible concerns about competition, market access and regulatory
standards and set out the framework for a free trade agreement that would
reflect the UK’s economic and trade aims and tradition, but with as yet no a
definite proposal for the Irish border.19 She proposed:
Ibid, prime minister’s speech, 2 Mar 2018, and Philip Hammond’s HSBC speech, 7 Mar in
which he followed on to discuss financial services, reiterating the proposals for a free trade
agreement based on ‘mutual recognition and reciprocal regulatory equivalence… objectively
assessed', https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/chancellors-hsbc-speech-financialservices.
See also the chancellor’s Bloomberg interview at Davos World Economic Forum, 25 Jan 2018,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2018-01-25/hammond-says-u-k-is-seeking-closestpossible-access-to-eu-video.
19
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➢ Free movement would end.
➢ Competition and Market Access would be via mutual access, binding
commitments to ensure fair and open competition, an independent
arbitration mechanism (as is common for FTAs) to resolve
disagreements fairly and promptly, with regulators working together (as
happens internationally) and arrangements for data protection.
➢ Trade in goods would be with as frictionless a border as possible and
without tariffs or quotas, with one set of approvals in one country for
checking regulatory standards are met. ‘To achieve this we will need a
comprehensive system of mutual recognition. Our default is that UK
law may not necessarily be identical to EU law, but it should achieve
the same outcomes’.
➢ Regulatory standards would remain as high as the EU’s on the basis of
the same outcomes as under EU law, unless parliament otherwise
decided.
➢ Trade in Services: the UK wanted to limit barriers to mutual access,
mutual recognition for professional qualifications, and explore similar
arrangements for providing other services such as broadcasting. For
financial services, the goal was the ability to access each other’s
markets, based on each party maintaining the same regulatory
outcomes, a collaborative and reciprocal objective framework, mutually
agreed and permanent and therefore reliable for business. She referred
to the chancellor’ forthcoming statement with detailed proposals,
confirming the UK would leave the passporting system intrinsic to the
single market, of which it would no longer be a member and over the
rulebook of which it would have no say. The chancellor, who had
already mapped out the UK’s proposal for free trade for financial
services, confirmed in a speech five days later, on 7 March, the UK
proposal was for mutual access based on an enhanced equivalence
agreement, with the UK and EU maintaining the same regulatory
outcomes over time, and a collaborative, objective framework that is
reciprocal, mutually agreed and permanent.
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Northern Ireland: the Irish border would be soft, but the UK pledged to
keep the union intact. The government’s two alternative proposals for
customs arrangements with the EU remained on the table: a ‘customs
partnership’ (possibly where the UK ‘mirrors’ EU requirements on
goods from around the world) or a ‘streamlined customs arrangement’,
keeping the rules for cross border traffic simple, using technology,
reducing risk of delays at ports, recognising ‘trusted trader’ schemes to
do away with the need for customs checks, using automation and IT
checks.
➢ The European Court of Justice jurisdiction in the UK would be ended,
though EU law would continue to affect the UK, which would ‘look at’
ECJ judgments as it does for other countries courts’ and EU law where
relevant or on matters affected by EU law.
➢ The UK would aim to explore remaining a member of the Medicines,
Chemicals and Aviation Safety agencies, subject to parliamentary
decisions.
➢

The aims were unchanged, but the means were clear. The goal of free trade
would be achieved through mutual recognition of respective laws for goods
and services, achieving the same outcomes. Where relevant the UK would
take account of EU law and on matters affected by EU law as with other
jurisdictions, but ECJ rule would end.
Though playing down the withdrawal terms, May flagged up continued
commitment to the joint December report, and on the terms of an
implementation period, ‘a key element of December’s deal’, they were close
to agreement, both agreeing it must be time limited. Confident that points of
difference could be resolved, she turned instead to the future, preparing ‘for
our new relationship’.
Two weeks later, on 19 March, the UK published its version of the draft
Withdrawal Agreement, highlighting text in blocks of green, yellow and
white to distinguish matters agreed by negotiators, matters on which policy
objects were agreed, and matters on which discussions were ‘ongoing’ (by
contrast with the EU’s 28 February published text). Some matters were
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agreed, others disagreed. On the proposals with longer term implications
there were ongoing discussions, e.g. the Northern Ireland protocol, on which
the government disagreed with the EU’s proposal for Northern Ireland to be
in an EU 'common regulatory area', May having already seemed to rule that
out and the government, reserving its position favoured instead an
operational solution, or the role of EU law or the ECJ. Moreover, for the
transition period of 21 months after official exit the UK would, in effect,
suspend Brexit. The whole UK for the transition would continue to accept
the status quo, to accept EU laws, free movement, the jurisdiction of the
European Court of Justice and that the EU retain pre-Brexit fishing rights.
Throughout that time Britain would have next-to-no leverage or say over
such decisions, no longer having the rights or vote of a member state. It had,
as the government reminded voters, secured the ‘right’ to negotiate third
party trade deals after March 2019, though legal advice suggested the right
already existed.20
Politically controversial at the time, the transition arrangements remained
so. The UK would in practical terms, be ‘in’ the EU for the transition
under most current EU powers and laws, with no say, no vote, no voice.
To the ‘stage 1’ EU victory, could now be added the Carthaginian terms
for the transition. Brexit would be suspended for almost a further 21
months, EU law continued with the ECJ supreme, the EU’s fishing rights
to continue in UK waters and the single market and free movement to
continue.
Draft Withdrawal Agreement, 19 March 2019, colour coded. (DWA, 19 Mar)
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/691366/20180319_DRAFT_WITHDRAWAL_AGREEMENT.pdf The transition terms,
agreed were set out in Part 4 ‘The Transition’, The proviso was that ‘Nothing is agreed until
everything is agreed’ mentioned in Draft Withdrawal Agreement.
•
The UK would remain party to EU law with some exceptions, Article 122 Scope of the
transition
•
Free movement would continue with citizens enjoying the same rights as before Brexit.
•
The European Court of Justice would continue to enjoy jurisdiction over matters relating
to EU law, Article 88 Ongoing administrative procedures
•
Northern Ireland would remain in a ‘common regulatory area with the rest of Ireland’,
with common customs arrangements after the transition if agreement were not reached,
Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland.
For May’s response to the EU DWA on 28 Feb, https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics43224785
20
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The official line, however, was that the transition was temporary, pragmatic
and worthwhile to avoid the disruption that business feared – the longer term
controls under EU law or the ECJ implied by the draft Withdrawal
Agreement were not dwelt on, nor was the ‘mirroring’ of EU laws in respect
of the Northern Ireland question. Politically it would answer the
campaigning demands of business lobbies for greater regulatory certainty
and customs preparation, allowing the focus to be on the real prize of being
ready to trade as an independent power. The transition was to be temporary
and on the big question, the Brexit for which people voted, the UK’s position
appeared to hold firm. Sights were fixed on the real prize, a mutual
recognition free trade treaty for goods and services with enhanced
equivalence for financial services, reflecting the common outcomes and
standards to which both the EU and UK aim.
But it seemed the UK had been cornered into the EU’s mindset, softened up
by the lobby groups and the parliamentary pressure to defer Brexit for the
transition. It had also been steamrollered by the EU into accepting its
approach (if not yet solution) to the future arrangements for Northern
Ireland. Although the prime minister had publicly disagreed with the EU’s
proposal to keep Northern Ireland under EU law in a ‘common regulatory
area’, the damage was done. The preamble to the draft protocol stated it was
based on the third option in the December 2017 report, of ‘maintaining full
alignment with [the] rules of the [EU’s] internal market and customs union
which … support co-operation, the all-island economy and the protection of
the 1998 Agreement and rely on the EU ‘legal and policy framework’. The
scene was set for future EU dominance.21

Ibid, DWA, 19 Mar 2019, pp 108-9, for the protocol’s preamble, colour coded in yellow to
denote ‘negotiators agreed on the policy object’. It recalled the 8 Dec 2017 joint UK EU report
on phase 1 outlining three different scenarios for cooperation and avoiding a hard border, and:
21

that while discussions on other scenarios might continue to be pursued in parallel, the Protocol is
based on the third scenario of maintaining full alignment with those rules of the Union's internal
market and the customs union which, now or in the future, support North ‐ South cooperation, the
all-island economy and the protection of the 1998 Agreement, and that it applies unless and until
an alternative arrangement implementing another scenario is agreed’ that such cooperation,
including economic and political, relied on the EU’s ‘legal and policy frameworks’
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The proposed EU withdrawal terms threw the longer term independence of
the UK economy, related trade law and Northern Ireland’s future into doubt,
potentially subject to EU diktat the terms to be used to extract a permanent
Carthaginian settlement, when the ‘truce’ or transition ended and the future
settled. For that the EU would hold the bargaining chips, the UK outside, but
under EU law, Northern Ireland held by Brussels as an IOU – to be
exchanged for the whole country staying in a common regulatory and
customs ‘area’ or Northern Ireland surrendered to the EU as an economic
vassal. For Brussels, this was the ace of trumps that could defeat a genuine
Brexit, for the UK, whistling in the dark, an ‘operational’ matter.

In respect of the transition, there were at the time reports (unconfirmed but not denied) that
cabinet office officials’ advice (in italics below) was designed to reassure ministers into
accepting the transition extension of EU law as useful (prolonging EU law and obligations
would facilitate preparations for customs), or it could be got around (e.g. immigration
arrangements could be countered), or it might not come into effect (fish) or that permission to
negotiate third country trade deals was a big win. Thus the transition:
•
Length. Would be a time limited deal (20 months) to facilitate transition and cease when
the transition period ends. (M. Barnier’s proposal was initially for 21 months). Some
officials may have advised extending it for longer, claiming extra time is needed for both
sides to put in place appropriate customs arrangements, though the basis for this point is
unclear.
•
Immigration and Trade. EU demands that the status quo continue for continued free
movement were met and though official’ advice mooted some possible scenarios to
counter this violation of Brexit, the implication of what is proposed has not been affected
(These scenarios are implicit in claims that the UK could register people coming into the
country, but that is possible under the UK Treaties).
•
Negotiating trade treaties with third countries: The UK will be ‘allowed’ to negotiate, but
not sign, trade treaties with third countries under the Withdrawal Agreement, represented
as a ‘win’, though legally permissible even now.
•
ECJ oversight and law: The UK would under the transition deal find itself subject to the
full acquis after Brexit for c. two years, and so would it be bound by EU law, obliged to
adopt and apply future EU law during the period, be subject to ECJ oversight, without
votes in the Council, nor MEPs nor a judge.
•
Fishing rights. In a controversial concession, the UK agreement to rights for EU vessels
to fish in UK coastal waters was provisional.
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V
Countering the Coup Against Britain’s Democracy
Parliament v the People

Today, as we consider the spectacle of MPs obstructing the decision of
voters in 2016 to leave the EU, by-passing the UK’s settled constitutional
arrangements and going so far as to use parliament as their private tool to
impede the democratic decision, we should recognise the ugly scenes for
what they are. MPs have struck out at the institutions that guarantee people’s
liberty, their right to shape the laws, how they are governed, and who makes
them. Voters could normally expect both constitutional powers –
government and parliament – to execute the decision to leave the EU, as
happened after every general election since the full franchise. But many MPs
and others on the losing side refused to accept the leave vote and continued
instead to fight the battle their side lost in 2016. They include a majority in
the House of Lords, around half the MPs in the House of Commons, former
prime ministers, lobbies for and voices in (mainly big) business and
industrial sectors, with sympathetic backing in the bien pensant media and,
over time, sympathetic support from a handful of Mrs May’s ministers. By
June 2018, MPs and peers had adopted the positions on which today they
fight more aggressively, willing, it seems, to tear down the UK’s
constitutional foundations to get their way over the heads of the electorate.
In June 2018, the bid was straightforward – to amend or prevent the
European Union (Withdrawal) Bill becoming law. Though they failed to
prevent the measure passing, the debate revealed how far the losing side was
gripped by an antidemocratic militancy that aimed to reverse the people’s
2016 vote.
This chapter will touch on some examples from that debate to highlight the
approach of some groups of MPs and peers to use parliament to prevent or
amend the EU Withdrawal Bill.* It will touch on the position of (a) Labour
MPs as their party’s position on Brexit emerged, (b) peers, including some
of Brexit’s most intractable opponents who sought to collude with MPs to
defeat Brexit and (c) Tory rebels who sought to amend the legislation and
ultimately seize control of legislation to prevent the ‘wrong sort’ of deal or

ls
* This section draws on ‘Opposing Brexit: The forces at home’, Ch. IV, Lawlor, Deal no Deal?
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exit without a deal. For the first time since universal suffrage, those in power
sought blatantly to prevent rather than execute the change for which people
voted in a national election. Even in the most dramatic decisions of the 20th
century when voters decided on a radical change of course, the losing side
accepted defeat and settled down to honour the vote – as it did after the 1979
election put Thatcher into power, or after the 1945 victory put Attlee’s
Labour Party in government with a shock defeat for Churchill. The rule has
been, whatever the electorate decided, opponents settled down to give a fair
wind to change.
That did not happen after the referendum although both main parties’
election manifestos had pledged to honour the decision. Instead remain
supporters, both peers and MPs, sought to amend the measure in parliament.
They advocated a cocktail of arrangements with one common thread: they
would keep the UK in and under EU rules in the EU system bound to, or
into, or under ‘a’ or ‘the’ customs union and ‘a’ or ‘the’ single market. Or,
if that could not be achieved by specific amendments, final amendments to
the Bill would give parliament overall power to decide Brexit arrangements
in the event of a no deal. MPs drew on the orchestrated tactically timed
interventions from the remain oriented business lobbies reinforced by
sympathetic reports from the remain journalists and BBC.
The (European Union) Withdrawal Bill.
Introduced in 2017, the measure had a long and stormy passage before
becoming law on 23 June 2018. The government throughout the rumpus
appeared to hold firm to get the measure through to the statute book. Had
the Withdrawal Bill been amended by parliament in line with dissenting
MPs’ aims, it could have had the makings of a constitutional crisis. But after
protracted attempts to obstruct and circumvent the measure, the will of the
voters was reluctantly recognised by both houses. But what had become
clear throughout the rumpus was that many of the perpetrators appeared to
assume parliament’s authority came from itself, not the voters whose
decision was treated as ignorant and worthy of contempt.
35
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(a) The Labour Party: Although the Labour position throughout was to be
hostile to the government’s aims and proposals, seeking to play the politics
of opposition and attack the government’s Brexit as ‘hard’, it has sought also
to accommodate an extraordinary degree of ambiguity about what its Brexit
policy is. It seeks to provide a home for a variety of positions in its own
party, from the official manifesto commitment to accept the leave vote, to
the pro-European desire for some sort of quasi membership of the single
market and the (or ‘a’) customs union, to Mr Blair’s urging the British people
to think again and reverse the decision, for a second vote, a demand now
adopted as official policy, with some senior Labour figures set to campaign
for remain, but Corbyn promising ‘a credible Leave option’.
The 2017 Labour manifesto had accepted the referendum decision, wanted
to retain ‘the benefits of the single market and the customs union’ but
stopped short of any commitment to remain in either.22 After that however,
a variety of remain-leaning views in the parliamentary party emerged,
accommodated by the Brexit shadow secretary, Keir Starmer’s position or
that of Jeremy Corbyn: one prominent line was to oppose departure from the
single market, another to demand the same access to the single market after
Brexit as before but without officially advocating membership of the EEA
(as some Labour MPs wanted). By the spring of 2018, Labour wanted the
UK to be in a customs union with the EU and tariff free access to the single
market.23 Though inconsistent and incoherent, there was enough there to
keep the music chiming with that of the Lords, big business and the Tory
rebels – which would come to a head in attempts to defeat the government
right up to the end of the EU Withdrawal Bill’s passage in June 2018.
By then, despite the manifesto pledges that accepted the referendum result
and that free movement would end, a stand tantamount to accepting that the
UK would leave the single market, the Labour party officially and MPs
individually changed policy to propose or declare they would stay in a
https://labour.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/labour-manifesto-2017.pdf (Labour
Manifesto 2017). The manifesto declared that ‘Labour accepts the referendum result’, p.24.
23 Jeremy Corbyn, 26 Feb 2018, https://labour.org.uk/press/jeremy-corbyn-full-speechbritain-brexit/
22
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version of the customs union and strike a single market type deal.24 Lining
up with peers and Tory rebels to defeat the government, they ignored their
own electorates, many in largely leave constituencies.
The party’s most coherent official line was set out by Keir Starmer QC,
Labour’s Brexit shadow secretary, as the Bill reached its final stages in June
2018. He claimed that the economy and Ireland obliged the UK to being
bound into the EU by ‘a customs union with the EU and … a strong single
market deal based on shared regulations and institutions’. Such a deal was
needed to protect ‘our economy… manufacturing … [and] services sector’
and honour the promise on Northern Ireland.25 Hilary Benn, who chairs the
Brexit Select Committee, warned of the damage ‘for our future … for the
jobs, livelihoods and public services that depend upon … economic strength’
which was ‘what we are debating’. He wanted to be in a customs union and
would support being in the EEA, which would, he thought, be an option, he
thought, though not a perfect one – and he and other Labour MPs recalled
Barnier’s announcing that he had accepted such an arrangement as a
possibility.26 Owen Smith, endorsing Starmer’s point about Northern Ireland
peace and the border and that to achieve it they must ‘must effectively be in
a single market and a customs union’, suggested a ‘concrete way’ of
preserving peace in Northern Ireland and being ‘effectively … in a single
market and a customs union’ was to be in the EEA; Chuka Umunna, the
Streatham MP who has since left the party, thought we could be part of the

Labour manifesto, p 28 (note 22) accepted ‘Freedom of movement will end when we leave
the European Union’; Parliamentary debate, 13 June 2018,
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2018-06-13/debates/B2C7C836-6CAA-4356-9AC0F405D5E08471/EuropeanUnion(Withdrawal)Bill
25 Keir Starmer, speaking in the House of Commons on 13 June 2018.
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2018-06-13/debates/B2C7C836-6CAA-4356-9AC0F405D5E08471/EuropeanUnion(Withdrawal)Bill.
26 Ibid. Benn added that his Committee had said an EEA/EFTA membership could be an
alternative, and quoted from the committee’s fourth report. He did not mention that the report
was not supported by 6 of the 16 members voting, and was dismissed by one member as serving
no useful purpose’ and as an attempt ‘to reverse the referendum result’.
24
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EEA; that though not a perfect model, it should be the starting point because
both main parties want the ‘same benefits’ as the single market.27
Thus Labour’s policy proposed a number of options that would bind the UK
in one or more ways to and under the EU system of laws and controls: in ‘a’
(or the) customs union, in the EEA, or with ‘full access’ to the single market,
to have current benefits: such proposals were inconsistent with the reality of
accepting the referendum decision, leaving the EU, as the 2017 manifesto
declared, and being outside the single market.
(b) The House of Lords: In a largely remain upper house anti-Brexit peers,
including some fanatical Europhiles, had sought to obstruct, block or vote
against a genuine Brexit. Amendments aimed to keep the UK’s economy
and tranches of its constitutional and legal framework synchronised with or
under EU law, or to block a no deal exit. The leave vote was misrepresented,
the importance of sovereignty ignored, the electorate’s wish to restore the
UK’s legal and constitutional powers and their own democratic freedoms,
treated with incomprehension or contempt. Peers not only seemed to reject
the legitimacy of the referendum result and the constitutional basis for
authority; they also inclined to overstep the powers of the lords and the
legislature, without due regard for the constitutional separation of powers
and distinct functions of legislature and executive.
Some peers implied contempt for the electorate’s ignorance, denying the
referendum was decisive, or suggesting voters may not have understood the
implications of leaving, and had sleepwalked into the referendum vote which
was ‘at … best an interim decision’. 28
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Ibid. Owen Smith, MP for Pontypridd; Chuka Umunna, MP for Streatham, who noted that
the EEA would mean the UK was without a vote on the EEA rules or the EU Council, a rule
shaper on the committees drawing up those rules.
28 Lord Hailsham did not accept that ‘the referendum … was decisive … and requires the
United Kingdom to leave the European Union, whatever the terms or in the absence of terms.
The electorate did not—indeed, could not—know the outcome of the negotiations. At the very
best it was an interim decision. https://hansard.parliament.uk/lords/2018-0430/debates/8EB87728-0FFE-47BB-A2CA-26C1498F1548/EuropeanUnion(Withdrawal)Bill
27
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In the case of the economy and trade, the aim of anti-Brexit peers was to
keep the UK in the (or ‘a’) customs union, the single market, or otherwise
in. Lord Kerr, the former permanent secretary of the foreign office, led one
charge for a customs union with Lord Patten, a former EU Commissioner,
Conservative MP, minister and party chairman. Kerr, who told the house he
was ‘a keen remainer’ and wanted a second vote on the deal when struck,
saw Brexit as a matter of damage limitation. Rehearsing the cases by
different remain lobbies, including the CBI, the TUC, Airbus, to make his
point, he cited delays at ports, Irish border problems, voters’ ignorance about
the options and the need to accommodate the EU’s interests. Besides, the
country, he claimed, voted narrowly to leave the EU, and ‘no one can argue
that it voted knowingly to leave the customs union’ – a point countered by
Lord Lawson, the former chancellor, and chairman of Vote Leave, who
explained that both the leave and remain sides had maintained the UK would
leave the customs union. For Lawson, Kerr’s was little more than ‘a political
argument dressed up as a trade argument’ with ‘no economic merit’, and
though two former chancellors and a former governor of the Bank of
England and others countered with the economic case for leaving the
customs union and a genuine Brexit, the lords’ overall hostility continued
right through the final stages. 29
By June 2018 they sought to work with Labour MPs and Tory rebels to
amend the measure to prevent the government leaving the EU without a deal,
and transferring power over Brexit to parliament not the voters whose
decision seemed to some to be based on ignorance.
Lord Hailsham, the former Conservative MP, Douglas Hogg, a minister in
John Major’s government who did ‘not believe in Brexit’, who claimed it
was ‘a national calamity’ and insisted ‘the House of Commons should have
a decisive say one way or another’, proposed the ‘Grieve two’ amendment
on 18 June. Parliament, he said, should have the authority to intervene if MPs
voted down the final UK-EU Brexit deal or if no deal were announced or
reached by 21 January 2019. Claiming that the House of Lords was ‘the High
House of Lords, 18 Apr 2018. Lawson’s interview about the debate, Daily Politics, BBC 19
Apr.2018.
29
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Court of Parliament and we are not party hacks’, he moved the amendment
to prevent a no deal scenario. If carried that would give parliament, Lords
and Commons, the power to determine the future arrangements for the
country. They would then have the power to determine the country’s future
in line with their inbuilt ideological majority for binding Britain to and under
the EU in defiance of the electorate.30 The first step was to garner enough
votes in Lords (which they did) and Commons (which they almost did) to
by-pass the electorate in a putsch against the referendum decision and the
government in executing it, so as to oblige eventually a renegotiation on such
terms. Parliament could in this way keep the country under or bound to the
EU system as it chose, directing the government’s negotiation to prevent it
rejecting a bad deal or exiting with no deal. Already the earlier raft of
amendments indicated the desired destination: to tie the UK into some form
of customs or other regulatory arrangement with the EU, in the manner of
one or other of countries so bound to the EU system without being a full or
formal part of it – a scenario that had been rejected by voters.31 The
authoritarian, anti-democratic nature of that aim was to be rendered
respectable by the claim of economic necessity, a theme developed in the
Commons by Labour MPs and Tory rebels.
(c) Tory Rebels: In addition to these opponents, Brexit has also faced the
opposition of a group of Tory MPs. These rebels stood for election under
their party’s 2017 manifesto and most claim to have accepted the voters’
decision. But despite their manifesto pledge to leave the EU, the customs
union and the single market, and reaffirming that no deal was better than a
bad deal, these MPs, systematically worked against that commitment.
Worse, they deployed their office as members of parliament to flout the
democratic decision, and freedom of the voters.

30 Having ‘had negotiations and talks with the Opposition Front Bench … the Liberal
Democrats and many Cross Benchers’ he claimed ‘we are no party hacks’.
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Lords/2018-06-18/debates/38C39823-F992-450D-AD1F1A7A0FC6E706/EuropeanUnion(Withdrawal)Bill
31 For example, see Lords debates, 18 Apr, https://hansard.parliament.uk/Lords/2018-0618/debates/38C39823-F992-450D-AD1F-1A7A0FC6E706/EuropeanUnion(Withdrawal)Bill
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Some sought to remain in one or other part of the EU, to return by the back
door of the EEA, or a Customs Union, or via another referendum. Some went
further. They sought to bind the government’s hands to prevent the UK
exiting with no deal rather than a bad deal by seeking an amendment to the
EU Withdrawal Bill that would give parliament a say on the exit process. In
particular, the former Attorney General, Dominic Grieve, one of the leaders
of this group, urged amendments to the Withdrawal Bill to give the
Commons a ‘meaningful vote’ or final say, with some success. He and others
worked with Opposition MPs to rule out a no deal exit, including by the
highly irregular, if not unconstitutional, device of seizing control of the order
paper to mount a ‘coup’ by parliament to control the government’s exit and
prevent no deal – a tactic we saw repeated in September 2019.
When, during the final stages of the passage of the EU Withdrawal Act, these
political opponents to Brexit raised the stakes, Conservative MPs colluding
with Labour, it became clear that many MPs, and peers wanted to keep the
UK under EU economic and trade arrangements. Some Labour MPs had
declared for full single market status, some wanted to be in the or a customs
union, or with some Conservatives proposed joining the EEA. Few appeared
to acknowledge that for such proposals the UK would neither be involved in
deciding the rules or even helping to ‘shape’ them. The EU continued to
watch and encourage the attempts by anti-Brexit MPs to water down Brexit,
as e.g. happened with Michel Barnier’s timely guidance for the debate that
the bloc would ‘allow’ the UK join the EEA, guidance welcomed by some
MPs and peers, presumably because they and the EU understood that under
such an arrangement the UK would be in the single market, under EU single
market law obliged to follow its rules and submit to the four freedoms,
including free movement – despite both parties’ 2017 manifestos.32
In and out of parliament the concerns of some business lobbies, though not
economically persuasive, were deployed tactically. The anti-Brexit business
lobbies timed interventions – CBI’s warning of 13 June was raised the same
Conservative manifesto 2017, https://www.conservatives.com/manifesto
Labour manifesto 2017, https://labour.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/labour-manifesto2017.pdf
32
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day in the Commons as Starmer referred to its fears that without a customs
union ‘sectors of manufacturing … risk becoming extinct’. The lobbying by
two high profile corporate names, BMW-owned Rolls Royce and the multinational Franco-German dominated Airbus, in the run up to the Chequers
cabinet threatened job losses, with inevitable retrenchment. Airbus had
indeed already been a prominent player in the debate, warning that it might
not, after all, build aircraft wings in British factories given concerns that EU
regulations would no longer apply after Brexit and because of the
uncertainty over customs procedures; that production might be transferred
production to North America, China or elsewhere in the EU.33
In the end, at that stage, June 2018, the opponents of Brexit did not muster
the numbers in the Commons, and after protracted protests the Lords gave
way. The government’s victory in getting the EU Withdrawal Bill through
to the statute book in June 2018 was important, because The Withdrawal Act
meant that on exit day the European Communities Act of 1972 will be
repealed and Britain will leave the EU, with or without a deal. That Act
remains on the statute book, and in June 2018 it appeared to underwrite the
UK position, to build future free trade relationships with the EU and the rest
of the world as an independent country, under its own law.

Interventions during the Withdrawal Bill finale and the run up to Chequers came from Tom
Williams COO (22 June) and CE Tom Enders (6 July). The firm was considering stockpiling
billions of pounds of parts to prepare for Brexit disruption. Airbus, which directly employs
14,000 people at 25 sites in Britain and supports more than 100,000 jobs in the wider supply
chain, also said a no-deal scenario would lead to “catastrophic” consequences, which could cost
the company billions of pounds in delays.
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VI
Sounding the Retreat
The Chequers Plan and the White Paper

Brexit’s High Water Mark Recedes
The prime minister had announced the UK proposals for a free trade deal
with the EU on 2 March 2018 on the basis of mutual recognition for goods,
mutual access for services (with mutual recognition to be explored for some)
and enhanced equivalence for the financial sector. She appeared to do so in
good faith and to have the backing of ministers from both sides of the
referendum divide, a government White Paper, or so it later emerged, being
prepared by the Brexit department, DExEU, to reflect it.
But that was before the EU Guidelines on the future EU-UK economic and
trade relationship – that the UK must not enjoy ‘unfair competitive
advantage’, that it must align its rules with the EU, that implementation and
dispute resolution would be under the EU. Those EU conditions for the
future followed others for the exit in the draft Withdrawal Agreement:
though ostensibly about exit, the terms demanded that part of the UK remain
in the EU’s customs union, single market and under EU related law. By
slicing off Northern Ireland potentially for ever, in a ‘Common Regulatory
Area’ under customs union and single market laws, the EU struck at the heart
of the UK’s constitutional and legal status. May having agreed the EU
approach to Northern Ireland for the talks, but not its interpretation, appeared
to have agreed via negotiators to the policy objective in the draft’s protocol
preamble while the relevant section in the draft was marked for ‘ongoing’
discussion.34 That would open the way to prevent Brexit via May’s final,
fateful ‘compromise’, premised on Northern Ireland’s being an EU fief.

* This section draws on ‘The Chequers Proposals and the White Paper: Trade for Goods, Trade
for Services’, Chapter V, Lawlor, Deal no Deal?
34 The ‘policy objective’ (in the draft preamble to the protocol) was marked as agreed by
negotiators. DWA 19 Mar. For December report or response to EU 28 Feb DWA, see Ch. IV.
More generally the Withdrawal Agreement was for tidying up questions on exit, e.g. citizens’
rights, … Northern Ireland, though with some focus only on the economic and trade questions
such as resolving the ‘limbo’ problem for goods in transit when the transition period ended and
uncontentious matters such as Intellectual Property Rights.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/691366/20180319_DRAFT_WITHDRAWAL_AGREEMENT.pdf
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It was also before the final battle over the EU Withdrawal Act (2018), a
measure that Labour MPs, Tory rebels, other MPs and peers, had sought
continuously to amend to prevent a genuine Brexit. Though the measure
became law on 26 June 2018, the prime minister, it was thought, had given
private assurances to some Tory rebels on top of the amendments accepted.
Nonetheless, as explained, (Chapter V) this narrow victory ensured that
Britain would leave the EU in nine months time, on 31 March 2019, with, or
without a deal.
How far the government had by then retreated from its position of 2 March
was unclear. It was also unclear whether the government would hold firm
for Brexit and deploy the resources in the government’s armoury and the
necessary ingenuity to exit with or without a deal. Would it capitulate to the
EU, the demands of which for withdrawal and the future (28 Feb-23 March)
had prompted Mrs May’s ‘concerns’ and a wish to deal with these in
forthcoming talks.
The Chequers Climb Down
In fact, unknown to the public revised UK proposals designed to appease
Brexit’s opponents in the EU and UK were in the offing and revealed to
cabinet and country on 6 July 2018 at Chequers. The plan was hatched
behind cabinet and country’s back, without normal collective cabinet
consultation and discussion, and to add insult to constitutional injury, signed
off with the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, in advance of one of the
prime ministers eleventh hour trips, this time to Berlin.
The omens were not good. The secret plan would be produced at a cabinet,
to which ministers were summoned at Chequers, the PM’s official country
residence. They were denied the opportunity to study, consider and debate
the proposals or their implications in advance as a cabinet collectively, so
prevented from exercising their responsibility as ministers of the crown. At
Chequers it seems the chance to consult, discuss and take advice was again
denied, backed by a PR operation humiliating ministers (of which details
appeared in news reports) indicating phones were confiscated and official
transport back would be denied to those who failed to support the PM.
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The Chequers plan envisaged two different arrangements for goods and
services. For goods, the UK would follow the EU rulebook and commit to
future alignment of laws. Following ‘a common rulebook for goods
including agri-food’ was portrayed as a way to keep the Irish border soft, to
avoid delays at UK ports and obstacles at the borders after Brexit. It was
contended that the UK would retain control over its laws because parliament
would have a say on whether to accept or reject the rules, laws. The ECJ
would play some part, at that stage supposed to stop short of ECJ
jurisdiction. A common customs territory with the EU was envisaged via a
‘Facilitated Customs Arrangement’, the UK and EU ‘as if a combined
customs territory’. The UK would collect EU-level tariffs (to be reimbursed
for UK destined goods), supposedly to bring friction free trade and address
the Northern Ireland border problem.35 For services, regulatory flexibility
was proposed, noting ‘the potential trading opportunities outside of the EU
are the largest’ and acknowledging the UK-EU trade could take a hit.36
The Chequers plan was controversial, the goods, agri-goods, common
customs and regulatory area proposals contentious from the start. Binding
goods and agri-food to EU laws, was one of the most problematic elements
in it and the White Paper to follow, because the UK’s producers would be
bound to EU law and committed to future alignment with the EU rule book.
The European Court of Justice and its jurisdiction would most likely be
predominant, though the government was optimistic that that would not be
so. UK freedom to strike new trade deals based on mutual recognition with
countries such as the US would be hampered, as imports from other countries
would have to be EU compliant, follow and be in keeping with EU rules.
The proposed ‘Facilitated Customs Arrangement’ with a ‘combined customs
territory’ in which the UK would act as tariff collector for EU destined goods
crossing its borders, and remove the need for customs checks and controls
on the UK’s EU borders, was unlikely to prove workable or be accepted, and
35 Chequers Statement, 13 July 2018, The Future Relationship Between the United Kingdom
and the European Union, Cm9593, Presented to Parliament by the Prime Minister by
Command of Her Majesty, July 2018, London HM Government.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/723460/C
HEQUERS_STATEMENT_-_FINAL.PDF
36 Ibid, Chequers Statement.
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was seen as incompatible with international law, specifically the National
Treatment provision of the WTO’s General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
and possibly also the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures.37
For services the plan was for maximum flexibility, rather than shadowing
EU rules. The announcement of 2 March had proposed a mutual recognition
basis. Whether the EU would really agree to a legal framework that
guaranteed mutual recognition arrangements and for equivalence-based
outcomes for financial services that respected the autonomy of each
jurisdiction with impartial dispute resolution mechanisms, is unclear given
its caveats of 7 March. But autonomy would be needed under UK law.
Businesses must be free to operate and plan ahead under their country’s laws,
confident that the system would be stable and not subject to arbitrary
unilateral change. The same went for financial services the UK having
maintained throughout that for financial services, the UK could not be a rule
taker, that trade should be on the basis of mutual recognition and enhanced
equivalence consistent with the UK’s broad economic principles, the laws
for the sector must be made by the UK for the UK, and subject to UK courts.
But whether the EU would commit to impartial dispute resolution
procedures or arrangements for determining equivalence was unclear. These
caveats were not only desirable but necessary given the UK’s global role in
financial services, London rivalled only by New York as a global financial
centre, the UK as a global leader in shaping the international legal
framework. For financial services trade, with the right legal safeguards in
place, the plan might have been a starter, but only if the EU gave legal
guarantees both to respect the UK’s jurisdiction for determining the mutual
recognition basis and held to a clear, agreed line to separate services from
goods which would be under EU laws and constraints. There would,
however, be many problems to overcome, including EU demands to avoid
‘unfair competitive advantage’, for ‘a level playing field’, ‘substantive’ rule
alignment with EU (and international) standards, implementation
Collins, D. Negotiating Brexit: The Legal Basis for EU & Global Trade, 4th edition, Politeia,
(July 2018).
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mechanisms, enforcement and dispute settlement, and Union autonomous
remedies were unlikely to go away (Chapter IV).
In any case the Chequers plan and related White Paper were not to survive,
rejected at home in the UK, rejected by the EU.
Two cabinet ministers, the foreign secretary, Boris Johnson, and Brexit
secretary, David Davis, resigned, along with two junior ministers, two party
vice chairmen. More serious though, voters’ trust ebbed. Opinion polls
revealed that by two to one those polled would prefer to leave the EU without
a deal rather than follow the Chequers plan that put the UK for swathes of
its economy under EU law, the Brussels rule book and the European Court
of Justice after March 2019, after the country had officially left the EU.
For the EU Chequers did not go far enough and given it had tasted victory
from the start by refusing to cooperate with a UK exit, by making tougher
and more explicit demands for withdrawal (none legally required), found the
UK gave way. Now full capitulation was required. Full alignment with
relevant EU law, ECJ dominance, UK membership of a quasi-customs
union.
The government would find that it was not enough to pull a ‘Brexit that
works for everyone’ out of the hat. It was not possible to reconcile the
irreconcilable, both to honour the referendum decision to leave the EU
formally, but meet EU ‘red lines’ by tying the UK’s productive economy to
current and future EU law – in the shaping of which the UK would play no
part – and by probably subjecting the UK to the dominance of the ECJ.
People were not reassured to hear Barnier’s claim in July that 80 per cent of
the deal had already been agreed, or that the government expected a deal to
be reached in the remaining talks. The UK government had lost its way,
boxed itself into the corner allocated by the EU, paralysed by its dominant
partner. It was then that the prime minister and her ministers gambled on one
last throw of the dice, so taking her government on the fatal course of
flouting Britain’s constitution and ultimately reaping the consequences of
ever more brazen constitutional vandalism.
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Voters Betrayed
The Withdrawal Agreement and its Aftermath
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The EU’s reaction to the Chequers plan had been to pour cold water on the
customs area proposal, its bureaucracy and dubious legality, to raise
questions about exempting services for separate treatment, and by
implication, about the fundamental freedom of the UK’s economy and
global financial sector. That prompted the undignified despatch of ministers
of the crown to the capitals of Europe to beg for favours. To these costly
trips, which could only weaken the UK further, was added the more
spectacular drubbing of the UK at September’s EU informal summit meeting
in Salzburg. The British prime minister was subjected to public rebuke by
the EU leaders. Mrs May was told that the ‘framework for economic cooperation’ would not work, ‘not least’ because it would undermine the single
market and there would be no deal without a legally binding Irish backstop,
the prime minister sent packing to think again, and her official negotiator to
prepare with EU opposite numbers for a final capitulation.
Negotiations in Brussels continued throughout the autumn punctuated by
May’s attendance at an EU Summit (18-19 October). It seems they were
concluded by 13 November – for the proposed EU text of the Withdrawal
Agreement was printed and ready to release once the cabinet nodded it
through. The cabinet was called for 14 November and Michel Barnier
prepared his public statement to mark the cabinet’s anticipated approval on
the day. The tactics of the final weeks were of a piece with those deployed
earlier, with the UK apparently having been more willing to concede.
Barnier would claim that the backstop solution had ‘evolved considerably
from the original EU proposal of February…’; that over the last few weeks
both sides worked ‘on the basis of [a UK] proposal … [and] agreed to create
a EU-UK single customs territory’ in which both Northern Ireland and the
rest of the UK would remain and Northern Ireland would also stay in the
single market. In fact whatever happened the UK would probably be trapped
in a single customs territory with a common rule book, alignment of laws
for goods and ECJ jurisdiction on matters of EU law under both the
Withdrawal Agreement and the arrangements for future free trade.
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If no satisfactory ‘solution’ for the Irish border were found, the backstop
would kick in, the entire UK to be in an EU ‘single customs territory’, that
is, an EU customs union, bound by the EU rulebook or so called ‘level
playing field’ rules, with alignment of laws for goods and agri-goods. The
UK would also have to obey EU state aid laws and those on competition,
tax, social and environmental standards and would be obliged to give the EU
continued access to waters and fishing opportunities. Northern Ireland
would remain in the single market under EU single market law.
If the UK proposed a satisfactory solution for the border (for the EU to
judge), any future free trade agreement would build on the Withdrawal
Agreement’s foundations and be subject to the same conditions – ‘a single
customs territory’, ‘based on deeper regulatory and customs cooperation and
a level playing field’ and ‘conditional on a fisheries agreement’. The
Withdrawal Agreement’s premise was continued access for EU vessels to
UK waters and fishing. Barnier’s analysis was forthright. 38
All was prepared, to await the UK cabinet’s rubber stamp.
The Withdrawal Agreement
It was hardly surprising that the final treaty, a betrayal of every pledge given
by the UK government under Theresa May to honour the referendum
decision, leave the EU, the single market and the customs union and restore
the UK’s constitutional sovereignty, had been concealed from ministers and
voters alike. As before with the Chequers plan, ministers were side-lined in
the preparation and discussions, as Mrs May’s official negotiator and the EU
team finalised details behind closed doors. On the EU side the reports
indicated that, apparently, they never expected the UK side to accept such a
humiliating capitulation.
The cabinet was therefore kept in the dark before the November meeting at
which the proposed draft treaty was to be imposed by the prime minister and
European Commission, SPEECH/18/6426, statement by Michel Barnier, Brussels, 14
November 2018 to mark publication of the draft agreement on UK withdrawal,
https://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-18-6426_en.htm
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backed by those present. A selection of ministers had been allowed an
individual, hurried preview of the near 600 page (585pp) document the night
before (some, the same morning) a lonely glimpse at the proposed treaty that
would seal their country’s fate. There had been nothing like the collective
discussion, consultation, deliberation that reflects the obligation for
collective cabinet responsibility. Had there been, it is unlikely the proposed
deal would have got anywhere near a final outline. Reports on the night
suggested eleven ministers objected at the cabinet, that the prime minister
had refused to allow a vote round the table, and that one minister, who had
twice asked for a vote, was ‘shouted down’ by the cabinet secretary Sir Mark
Sedwill.39 Nonetheless the prime minister had enough of a backing to
emerge after the five hour cabinet and announce that the proposals had been
accepted. As a result, the UK’s prime minister and cabinet, its executive
power, proposed to give up UK sovereignty to the EU, having violated the
constitutional arrangements for cabinet government.
There would be a high political price to pay.
Three cabinet ministers resigned the Brexit secretary, Dominic Raab,
the work and pensions secretary, Esther McVey and the transport
minister, Jo Johnson, along with a number of junior ministers. The
former foreign secretary, Boris Johnson denounced the proposed treaty,
as being ‘utterly unacceptable to anyone who believes in democracy’ .40
Outside the ministerial ranks, amongst MPs and public, rejection was
more pronounced as May discovered on returning from the EU
summit of November 24-25, signing off final formalities in Brussels. She
had returned to the UK to sell ‘her’ and the EU’s deal to the public through
speeches and phone-ins, in a PR exercise designed to get voters and public
opinion behind her and her deal before the treaty reached parliament.
But UK voters emerged as smarter than their ministers, and the exercise
proved abortive. The prime minister found pretty rapidly that the
public, though polite, thought her claims that it restored ‘control of our
laws’, fanciful. Undeterred
39
40

BBC News, 14 Nov (2018).
Ibid.
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she and ministers persisted to oblige parliament and the people to back this
version of Brexit.
Neither leavers nor remainers were content. The UK after Brexit would have
given up its vote, its representation and its rights as a member state. But the
deal which did not allow the unilateral right to exit, would cede to the EU
control over many of its laws. The sense amongst leavers was that the
Northern Ireland Protocol was a device to bring about the EU’s aim of
imprisoning the UK in a customs union under UK law after Brexit and so
prevent its economy being free to trade independently or compete freely. To
remainers, a formal agreement, e.g. to join the EU customs union, would be
preferable. To many on both sides, it seemed the worst of all worlds, half in,
half out, but without current rights of representation or to shape the laws.
There was no indication that the government would get the deal through
parliament, despite the benefit of a large government ‘payroll’ vote of
ministers expected to support the government or resign. MPs, many who
sought to prevent Brexit becoming a reality, focussed on the deal’s Achilles
heel, the backstop. For it could not be concealed that the backstop was
contrary to the UKs democratic system and the country’s constitutional
sovereignty, a fatal weakness underlined by the prohibition on any UK
unilateral right to exit. The position was confirmed by the UK Attorney
General’s advice; and despite an exchange with the EU to find a form of
words that gave some right to exit, none was forthcoming.
Today’s problem would be tomorrow’s chains. Under the terms of the
Withdrawal Agreement and Political Declaration the UK’s future
relationship and trade with the EU would build on the Withdrawal
Agreement’s terms for a single customs territory, the UK subject to the
relevant EU laws. Whatever happened, the UK would in effect, if not name,
be bound to an EU customs union, rule alignment, relevant EU law and ECJ
jurisdiction including for disputed matters with, and without an independent
UK-EU trade deal or freedom to strike optimum trade deals with other
countries for the future. There would be no unilateral way to exit.
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May’s deal, as it quickly became known as, was rejected by the House of
Commons three times, despite the large payroll vote whipped to pass it. MPs,
from all sides, for and against Brexit, came together to reject the deal that
would give the UK, from any rational perspective, the worst of all worlds.
Three times May returned to the Commons to drive it through. Three times
MPs rejected it – on 15 January 2019, on 12 March and on 29 March – the
numbers narrower than expected, influenced by the government’s threat that
if May’s deal were not passed there would be no Brexit.
Meanwhile the government had delayed Brexit, due on 29 March – initially
to April 12 and then to 31 October, the option of 30 June having been turned
down by the EU. Remain MPs, hardline Tory rebels and Opposition MPs
sought to pass their own law to delay Brexit or stop a no deal departure
emboldened by the support of some remain cabinet ministers and MPs alike.
The constitutional arrangements for the separation of executive and
legislative power that aim to protect people from its arbitrary use were
abandoned.
Voters were not impressed. In an April by-election in Newport in Wales
both main parties were punished, Labour’s vote declining by 12 per cent, the
Conservatives by 8 per cent. But worse was to come. Again, at the May local
council and June EU parliamentary elections the trend continued, with, as
discussed in Part I, dire results for the Conservative Party, the Brexit Party
sweeping ahead of Labour and the Tories to lead the polls, and Mrs May
resigning. The new prime minister’s clear change of course to exit by 31
October has been challenged by MPs, and a general election is on the way.
The signs are that a majority of voters continued to want a decisive exit but
parliament having lost its constitutional authority to legislate, now refuses
to seek it via an election.
Since the issue of the backstop is the main obstruction to a deal, the next
chapter (VIII) explains why the Irish backstop must go and with what it
should be replaced. The final chapter considers the options for exit and how
best this can happen (Chapter IX).
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VIII
Eliminating the Irish Backstop

The Northern Ireland Protocol, the ‘backstop’ designed by the EU to prevent
a genuine Brexit, gives a new twist to an old story, as protagonists in a
different battle seek to exploit the complexities of the past to the goals of the
present.
The Irish question had, throughout the 19th century, appeared intractable to
the British politicians who inherited it after both countries were joined by the
Acts of Union 1800. Over that time, Ireland’s demands for Catholic
Emancipation had been granted; the repeal of the Corn Laws, though too late
to mitigate the starvation, death and immigration of the famine, addressed
the symptoms of the failing system of land holding, and the causes were
subsequently tackled by Irish land reform. The demand for home rule, which
shaped and dominated the politics of Westminster, was on the horizon since
the introduction of the first Bill in 1886, though resisted by Ulster unionists.
During the First World War (1914-18), however, all had changed with the
Easter Rising and its aftermath. Lloyd George’s post-war coalition faced the
demand for an Irish republic, but the question now was how satisfy Irish
national aspirations in line with Britain’s political and constitutional aims
and the militant resistance of unionism particularly in Ulster. The answer
came in the shape of the 1920 Government of Ireland Act: two separate home
rule parliaments would be established in Belfast and Dublin. In the event
only Northern Ireland agreed to the solution beginning its separate life as
the six northern counties.
In the rest of the country, the nationalist movement had changed its demand
from home rule to a republic, returning in the 1918 election a majority of
Sinn Fein MPs, who refused to take up their seats in Westminster. Instead
they set up Dáil Eireann as the parliament of the Irish Republic in Dublin,
backed by the guerrilla warfare of its republican army against British troops
based in Ireland from 1919-21, a war of independence, which concluded with
the Anglo-Irish treaty of 1921 and creation of the new Irish Free State of 26
counties. Despite Sinn Fein’s subsequent split between Free State and
Republic, and a bloody civil war (1922-23) in which many republicans
continued to fight, by 1923 both sides had settled down to the politics of the
5453
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new Ireland. To the Free State, pro-treaty, more Anglophile Cumann na
nGhaedhal (later Fine Gael), was added Eamon de Valera’s republican
Fianna Fail, Ireland’s most enduring and powerful political party, which
would provide most governments between 1932 and 2011. Sinn Fein,
divided after 1922 mainly between the two new parties, to which it lost TDs,
members and funds, dwindled to the sorry state of not contesting elections
by 1927 and two decades later came a High Court Judgement (1948) ruling
in a case about Sinn Fein funds that the earlier organisation had melted away
in 1922 and after 1923 was not in any legal sense a continuation of the party
Northern Ireland was in practice accepted as a fait accompli. Its border,
bequeathed by the Government of Ireland Act, like others created in the ad
hoc international state-making of 1919, was untidy, yet the Dáil, rather than
ratify adjustments proposed by a boundary commission, agreed to leave the
status quo intact. Though later Ireland’s 1936 constitution would lay claim
to the whole island, Dublin governments in practice recognised Northern
Ireland, as did most people north and south of the border.
The troubled decades from 1969, today raised as a spectre the return of
which can be avoided only through the EU’s backstop, belong to a past that
was buried even as it unfolded. The militancy that mushroomed in
Northern Ireland was exacerbated by many factors, not least the failure of
a too often partisan government to govern and police fairly for all its
people, exploited by militant groups, including the reconstituted Marxist
provisional IRA and its Sinn Fein political umbrella, to their own ends, as
they engaged in mortal combat with unionist paramilitaries and British
troops deployed to prevent the escalation of riots, protests, militancy and
murder. But even throughout this low-level warfare, successive UK and
Irish governments co-operated on a number of initiatives designed to
combat the causes of conflict, particularly by shaping an institutional
framework to represent the whole people in a power sharing assembly to
involve the communities within Northern Ireland and, more
controversially for unionists, from across the border. These initiatives
culminated in the late 1980s-1990s peace process that concluded with the
1998 Belfast, or Good Friday Agreement.
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The 1998 agreement brought to an end the unfinished business of centuries.
All parties recognised that Northern Ireland would remain part of the UK
unless or until a majority of people in Northern Ireland decided otherwise.
The border posts were disbanded, the border officially became invisible.
Ireland dropped its constitutional claim to Northern Ireland. The
arrangements for formal power sharing between the different political and
militant groups were complemented by those for cross border all-island
matters, and backed by joint UK and Ireland consultative bodies. These
would include plans for a ‘North/South Ministerial Council’ to co-operate
on an all island basis on matters of mutual interest, including agriculture,
education, transport, the environment and to facilitate cross border
movement.

Sinn Fein had in the 1980s changed its policy of abstaining from the Dáil,
and it had taken seats in the Northern Ireland Assembly. In 2005 the IRA
decommissioned its weapons, stating that its armed campaign was over, and
from now on it was committed to peaceful politics. To underline that
change, Gerry Adams, Sinn Fein’s leader (1983-2018) became a member of
Dáil Eireann, in 2011. Today, Adams can boast that his party has done well
out of politics. It is the only all-Ireland republican and – as Ireland’s answer
to Jeremy Corbyn – socialist party. Sinn Fein opposes Brexit for Northern
Ireland, which it wants to keep within the EU legal framework. Adams
demanded ‘a designated special status for the North of Ireland within the
European Union’ at the outset, the position, he maintains, is endorsed by the
Dáil along with the demand that the whole of Ireland should stay in the
customs union, the single market and under the ECJ.41
Meanwhile Ireland’s Taoiseach, Leo Varadkar, who leads a minority Fine
Gael government, may have believed the strategy of backing EU demands
and refusing to engage with Brexit or work out the practical arrangements
for the border with the UK, as his predecessor Enda Kenny intended, would
pay off politically. That no longer seems the case.

Gerry Adams TD, Speech, 11 May 2017 on Michel Barnier’s visit to the Oireachtas or Dáil
Eireann.
http://www.sinnfein.ie/files/2017/Gerry_Adams_Brexit_Speech.pdf.
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For its part the UK, having committed to the ‘soft’ border and the peace
process, should be confident in the means it proposes to that end, including
the use of technology, bar codes and trusted trader schemes to facilitate cross
border traffic, keep a ‘soft’ border and enable the flow of low value, high
volume traffic and trade. These are in line with current thinking for modern
border arrangements, would be effective and such arrangements have been
recommended or endorsed by a number of authorities, including the authors
of an EU commissioned report.42 They could easily supplement the all island
arrangements and rules already in place for goods, agri-goods and other
matters under the Belfast Agreement.
The EU can adopt one of two courses.
It can accept the UK solution and recognise that matters of north-south cooperation have worked well with procedures in place for mutual agreement,
and there is no reason that such mutual cooperation should not continue. It
can recognise it has no reason to intervene in this border, so different from
the outpost ones: a border with the UK, a future ally, friend, a rich and
powerful G7 economy, which wants to work with and support its continental
allies after Brexit. It can also accept that it has no right to stir up the historic
battles, now buried, of a complex and difficult past, to its own political ends,
reigniting embers of a dying fire.
Smart Border 2.0. Avoiding a hard border on the island of Ireland for Customs control and
the free movement of persons.
The EU Parliament Commissioned study confirms ‘It is possible to implement a Customs and
Border solution that meets the requirements of the EU Customs legislation (Union Customs
Code) and procedures, with expected post-Brexit volumes of cross-border people and goods, if
using a combination of international standards, global best practices and state-of-the-art
technology upgraded to a Smart Border 2.0 or similar solution’. The study commissioned by
the European Parliament's Policy Department for Citizens' Rights and Constitutional Affairs
‘provides background on cross-border movement and trade between Northern Ireland and
Ireland … identifies international standards and best practices… provide insights into creating
a smooth border experience. The technical solution provided is based on innovative approaches
with a focus on cooperation, best practices and technology that is independent of any political
agreements on the UK’s exit from the EU and offers a template for future UK-EU border
relationships.
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2017/596828/IPOL_STU(2017)59682
8_EN.pdf; Basset, above note 42; Support for such an arrangement has also been given by
bodies such as the Freight Trade Association.
42
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Or the EU can refuse, bring on a no deal Brexit and damage the Irish
economy and the millions of exporters in the EU and who depend on free
trade with Britain. It would then have to set up its own customs posts on the
Irish side provided the Irish government is foolish enough to agree. If the
EU chooses to abandon the soft border strategy on Ireland’s side, it must
take responsibility for the consequences. Already the EU has many land
borders – 8,190 miles of borders (13,454 km) shared with 19 non-EU
nations. Some work. Others do not. Sometimes wider EU policy, foreign, or
security, or immigration policy, seem to have been linked to flashpoints,
conflagrations or even the emergence of war zones – an irony given the EU
also aims through its dedicated schemes for borders with undeveloped
economies to achieve ‘stabilisation, security and prosperity’.43
The Irish border, is not an ‘outpost border’, such as the EU shares with
unstable, or undemocratic, or autocratic states, e.g. Serbia, Turkey, the
Russian Federation or Morocco. Here we have a small land border 310 miles
long between two advanced western economies, with democratic
governments on each side under the rule of law, in a common law system,
with far more in common with each other than either has with the EU. That
the border and Northern Ireland are peaceful and stable continues to be a
priority for both Dublin and London governments. Both states are agreed on
avoiding a return to the borders of the past. The countries have deep historic,
cultural, economic and social ties between both countries and peoples. The
UK can propose the arrangements needed to facilitate the high volume low
value cross border traffic in Ireland, and do so in a way which sustains it and
the Irish government’s commitment to the Belfast Agreement, to which they
and not the EU were signatories.
Whether or not the UK leaves with a ‘deal’, the continuity of arrangements
over the Irish border will be fixed under International law as the next chapter
(IX) explains. Whatever happens, although the ball is in the EU’s court, the

The purpose of its ‘European Neighborhood Policy’, https://eeas.europa.eu/diplomaticnetwork/european-neighbourhood-policy-enp/330/european-neighbourhood-policy-enp_en.
43
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UK must continue to play to its strength poised to leave with no deal if the
EU refuses to engage. Meanwhile the prime minister must find a way to
circumvent the obstacles to doing so that parliament has put in its path.
Britain’s world standing is based not only on its economic and political role
as a G7 power, its global trading and ties with the Commonwealth and fellow
European powers. Rather it retains a leadership because its international role
is the consequence of a strong democratic tradition in a country where the
exercise of political power owes less to patronage, money, favours or
interests than to the authority vested in it by voters. Were it to violate the
democratic mandate to appease the EU or others opposed to a genuine Brexit
and do so on the pretext of Ireland, it would be making two ills instead of
curing one. At a stroke it would endanger relations between the people of
these islands and violate the trust of its own voters.
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IX
How to Leave the EU on 31 October

‘ … When the UK leaves the EU and after any transition period, we
will leave the single market and the customs union. Although we will
remain committed to world-class environment, product and labour
standards, the laws and regulations to deliver them will potentially
diverge from those of the EU. That is the point of our exit and our
ability to enable this is central to our future democracy.’ (Boris
Johnson to Donald Tusk, 19 August 2019)

Sovereignty or Supplicancy?
For the UK, no less than the EU, the battle over the Withdrawal Agreement’s
Irish backstop is a battle for control of the UK economy and trade; about
whether the UK follows an independent trade policy and economic model
consistent with the UK’s constitutional sovereignty 'the point of [its] exit' or
whether it accepts the EU’s rule book and customs union.
The difference that exists over the backstop demand highlights the difference
between two visions for the economy, that held by supporters of Brexit on
the one hand, and that of the EU and many remain supporters on the other.
The EU envisages keeping as much of the status quo as possible and binding
the UK’s trading economy into and under the EU – a course with which
remain voters have much sympathy – indeed some remain MPs are now
working for continued subjugation if not an eventual UK return to the bloc.
The UK would remain in an EU-centred economic orbit, legally. But the
Brexit vote sought constitutional sovereignty, the freedom for the UK to
make its own laws and the economic freedom and certainties afforded by the
English common law: to encourage entrepreneurship, competition,
flexibility and flair; a system open to new entrants, which operates in the
knowledge that either the English courts (or for international treaties
independent tribunals) will determine any disputes between parties fairly
and without political bias.
The EU now faces a choice. It can drop the Irish backstop and accept the
UK’s alternative plan. Or it can keep the current backstop, but recognise that
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the UK will then probably leave the EU with no deal in place, if the prime
minister overcomes the parliamentary obstructions.
Either way both sides in principle envisage a future EU-UK free trade deal
but that may be left in the air for some time, and certainly until after 1
November when the EU’s psychological power to demand withdrawal terms
can no longer apply. The EU will most likely reject even the most sensible
and workable solutions for the Irish border as it has done since the outset
and assume exit will be without a deal: the political imperative for the EU
of punishing the UK and deterring other member states leaving is still potent
as is the economic aim of controlling the UK economy in a customs union
or otherwise. The EU’s current softly softly tactics may be designed to
appease opinion in the EU 27 by suggesting it is working for a deal and is
not be to blame for a no deal outcome.
The UK should, therefore, continue to assume there will be no deal and
prepare vigorously for that, while proposing alternative proposals for the
backstop and new deal in good faith, even though they may be shot down.
The UK has been here before: EU form is to request proposals, then reject
them, as it rejected UK drafts for a Withdrawal Agreement (December 2017March 2018) and its Chequers plan, because they did not capitulate on the
central demand of remaining in or bound by an EU customs union, law or
jurisdiction. The UK should avoid any commitment to rule alignment and
ensure freedom for the UK’s laws potentially to diverge from those of the
EU. As explained to Donald Tusk on 19 August, this is fundamental to the
UK’s exit and future democracy.
Britain should also, even now, propose a future free trade agreement for
goods and services after Brexit, at the same time as preparing an interim no
deal (or WTO trade terms), the legal basis for the UK’s future trade globally
and with the EU until a bilateral trade deal has been signed. It should make
clear that even under a no deal Brexit on 31 October, the EU, a fellow WTO
member cannot under international law, discriminate against the UK’s trade
or hold it up unnecessarily, because the EU and the UK will have identical
laws, outcomes and standards on goods, at least for the time being.
60
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Continuity not ‘Crashout’
Contrary to the scaremongering of those threatening a no deal ‘cliff edge’,
there would, as trade lawyers point out, be continuity of trade, no tariffs and
no regulatory barriers for both scenarios under international law for a
free trade agreement (FTA) and WTO (‘no deal’) trade.44
If a mutual recognition UK-EU FTA is agreed in principle by 31 October
both sides could then trade as intended under the FTA with no tariff or
regulatory barriers during FTA negotiations. And if the UK exits under
WTO (no deal) trade (the immediate, interim option if neither side agrees on
a withdrawal treaty and no FTA has yet been agreed in principle), then tariff
and regulatory barriers are outlawed between WTO members where similar
standards are achieved by their regulations. So the EU would be breaking
international law if it introduced regulatory obstacles or delays because UK
and EU rules achieve similar standards (indeed the UK is leaving with
identical) laws.
The following two sections will set out these two alternatives. A mutual
recognition or free trade agreement (FTA), which depends on the EU’s
willingness at some stage to enter into it. The second alternative WTO (no
deal) trade is based on international law and provides an excellent way
forward for the UK, whatever the EU decides. For services, including
financial services, the practical arrangements for continuity are discussed
below.
A Mutual Recognition EU-UK Trade Deal
For goods and services the UK should also propose mutual access keeping
and formalising regulatory autonomy with mutual recognition of
professional qualifications and ‘enhanced equivalence’ for the financial
sector. Such arrangements for a mutual recognition legal framework are
44 This section and the analysis which follows for both the FTA and WTO (no deal) scenarios
draw on the publications, discussions and conference analyses of two specialist trade lawyers,
to whom I owe special thanks, Professor David Collins, and Barnabas Reynolds. Their relevant
publications are listed in notes 45, 46.
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commonly used for trade treaties between countries the world over, and
recognised and used widely by the EU. Both sides would agree on
arrangements and an independent dispute resolution mechanism.
The full basis for UK-EU goods trade could be an enhanced Canada EU
(CETA) arrangement. This type of deal is based on mutual recognition of
each other’s respective laws for goods. Legally the land border with Ireland
need not have physical infrastructure nor be an obstacle to a FTA, and
Article XVIII of the GATT and Trade Facilitation Agreement of the WTO
require members to minimise customs procedures, while Article XXIV of
the GATT envisages streamlined borders for parties to preferential trade
agreements and exemption for regular border traffic for borders such as that
which will divide the UK from the EU.45
For services the basis should be mutual access based on mutual recognition
for professional qualifications, with regulatory flexibility. For financial
services an enhanced equivalence deal was initially proposed by the last
government, along the lines of the model developed by one of the City’s
leading global and EU regulatory lawyers.46 The UK could not, explained
the previous Chancellor, be a rule-taker in this important sector. There needs,
therefore, to be legal underpinning for the arrangements for agreeing mutual
access (achieved through a chapter in a free trade agreement, or through
changes in domestic law) based on enhancing the existing EU law concept
of equivalence-based recognition: that provides for access from countries
applying laws which have an equivalent effect and achieve similar high level
outcomes. But, if the EU seems reluctant to move rapidly ahead on this, the
Collins, D. The EU, The UK and Global Trade: A New Roadmap, Politeia (2019); Negotiating
Brexit: The Legal Basis for EU & Global Trade, Politeia (4th edition, July 2018).
46 Barnabas Reynolds, Politeia (2016-19):
EU-UK Financial Services After Brexit: Enhanced Equivalence – A Win-Win Proposition,
(March 2018);
The Art of the No Deal: How Best to Navigate Brexit for Financial Services, (November
2017);
A Template for Enhanced Equivalence: Creating a Lasting Relationship for Financial
Services between the EU and the UK, (July 2017);
A Blueprint for Brexit: The Future of Global Financial Services and Markets in the UK,
(November 2016).
45
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UK should establish itself as a financial centre attracting global and EU
business to its shores. For both scenarios on financial services (agreed
mutual access, or UK-as-a-financial-centre) the legal framework and a
template have therefore been prepared with draft heads for an agreement. 47
A ‘Canada plus, plus’ deal would, therefore, be on the table – one quicker
and simpler to turn into a treaty than the original EU-Canada agreement,
because the UK and EU start from the same position in law and economic
regulation. A CETA type deal would have the advantage for the EU of being
‘theologically’ consistent with its own dogma, the blueprint having met its
own criteria and been signed off with Canada. The UK government could
sweeten the deal by releasing some of the £40bn payment earmarked in the
event of reaching a satisfactory FTA. Britain and the bloc would each be
bound by the treaty and relevant international law and each under its own
law. Firms would have legal certainty for continued trade and investment
without arbitrary change or uncertainty. Rapid agreement could therefore be
reached if the EU has the political will.
WTO Trade – The ‘no deal’ alternative
‘ [ In the event of ‘no deal’, or WTO trade] … As a member of the WTO, the
EU cannot impose arbitrary regulatory barriers on goods in the form of
conformity assessment procedures on imports from other WTO members such
as onerous product testing. This is especially so where ‘like’ conditions prevail.
Conditions, meaning the regulatory environment, will remain the same after the
UK leaves the EU because the UK is not changing its own conformity
assessment testing procedures … They will remain identical to the way they
currently are within the EU, at least for the time being. The only change is that
the UK will not be an EU member … not a change in the level of scientific risk
… which might justify additional procedures at the border …’. *

As matters stand, the PM intends that the UK will leave the EU on 31
October. Notwithstanding the parliamentary shenanigans, the government
intends to do so legally, with or without a deal. If the UK’s revised proposals
for the backstop are rejected, UK-EU trade after 31 October will take place
*

Collins, Negotiating Brexit, p.16.
ibid, Reynolds as listed in note 46; Collins note 45 above.
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under WTO rules (Most Favoured Nation, MFN) – the ‘no deal’ scenario for
which preparations are well underway. Some (mainly short-term) loss
should be expected, but quantifiable gain likely over the longer term once
the new system gets underway. In particular, the image of lorries and goods
being stacked up at British ports is a false one. Because the UK would be
starting with identical laws to the EU, the EU, also a member of the WTO,
would likely be in breach of the WTO’s rules on conformity assessment
procedures were it to discriminate against UK goods arbitrarily (Part I).48
For goods, many of the preparations for WTO or no deal trade have been
underway for some time, to help businesses adapt to the change of rules and
exploit new opportunities and to organise supply chains for industry
including from non-EU sources. In respect of paying WTO minimum tariffs
on EU imports, the previous government announced in March 2019 that in
the event of no deal it would eliminate tariffs (0 per cent) on most, 87 per
cent, imports (not on dairy, meat, fully finished cars, some clothing and
underwear), the new government is reviewing the rate of tariffs.49 Work has
been in hand but preparatory work should also be accelerated for the UK to
take over the trade treaties with third countries as well as the WTO schedules
to which, as an EU member state, the UK is now a party. The UK should
also, as it intends, accelerate work on new trade treaties with fellow G7
countries such as the US, Canada and Japan, as well as Commonwealth
countries and make ready UK customs procedures.
Services are less comprehensively covered by WTO law, namely the
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). For the financial sector,
already certain agreements have been put in place, to make for continuity in
the event of no deal. For example, the EU has adopted an equivalence
decision that ensures that UK CCPs (Central Counterparties) can continue
to provide services in the EU until 30 March 202050 and another one that
Collins, Negotiating Brexit, 2018, pp 17-18.
The review was announced by Michael Gove on 21 August., https://www.bbc.com/news/ukwales-politics-49420425
50 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2019/544 of 3 April 2019 amending Implementing
Decision (EU) 2018/2031 determining, for a limited period of time, that the regulatory
framework applicable to central counterparties in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
64
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allows, until 30 March 2021, UK central securities depositories to continue
providing notary and central maintenance services to EU operators.51 In
addition, the EU has introduced new regulations that allow EU derivatives
counterparties to novate certain OTC (Over-the-counter) derivatives from
UK counterparties to EU counterparties without triggering the bilateral
margining and clearing obligations.52 Others should now be prepared to
cover the full financial services sector to cover banking, investment banking,
payment services, investment funds, credit ratings, benchmarks, reinsurance
and insurance. *
But the big picture should not be lost sight of. There is much to be gained
from the UK being once again free to re-think its own financial centre rules
for trade globally and with the EU, subject to UK law and the current
international legal framework. The UK could enhance its attractiveness to
overseas firms wishing to invest, trade or do business in the UK (see note
46). Britain’s regulatory system leads the world for safety, high standards
and effectiveness, a position reinforced by the UK’s position as a global
financial centre and its having been instrumental in shaping the legal
framework for the financial sector internationally and for the EU. For
services and professional services, in order to promote continuity for
businesses, many UK firms have ensured access to the EU’s market through
the establishment of offices in an EU member state. Likewise, UK lawyers
Northern Ireland is equivalent, in accordance with Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the
European Parliament and of the Council (4 April 2019).
51 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2019/545 of 3 April 2019 amending Implementing
Decision (EU) 2018/2030 determining, for a limited period of time, that the regulatory
framework applicable to central securities depositories of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland is equivalent in accordance with Regulation (EU) No 909/2014 of the
European Parliament and of the Council (4 April 2019).
52 Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/564 of 28 March 2019 amending Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2016/2251 supplementing Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European
Parliament and of the Council as regards the date until which counterparties may continue to
apply their risk-management procedures for certain OTC derivative contracts not cleared by a
CCP and Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/565 of 28 March 2019 amending
Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/2205, Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/592 and Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2016/1178 supplementing Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European
Parliament and of the Council as regards the date at which the clearing obligation takes effect
for certain types of contracts.
* I am grateful to Barnabas Reynolds, Shearman and Sterling, for advising on these points.
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have sought Irish legal qualifications in order to continue to provide advice
to their clients as before. Although WTO terms for services may give less
legal certainty for trade with the EU than currently exists under the single
market, EU 27 members afford better market access than what the GATS
schedules actually prescribe.*
The political hysteria and scaremongering about ‘no deal’ or WTO trade at
Westminster amongst MPs wanting to prevent Brexit, conceals the reality
that WTO trade is light years away from the problematic scenario depicted
by Brexit’s political opponents in both the lords and the commons. The
disadvantages would be short-term and can be overcome with good
preparation. The emphasis on them is a result of political rather than
economic arguments, as has been made clear by the economically literate in
parliament (Chapter V) and by a number of economists, academics and other
authorities. In fact, while a mutual recognition trade deal should be the first
option, if refused, then trade under WTO Most Favoured Nation (MFN)
terms (the ‘no deal’ option) would work very well for the UK, provided
preparations are made. There would be nothing to prevent the UK and EU
reaching a free trade agreement in due course, if both parties wanted it.
The advantages, constitutional, economic, fiscal, and given the UK has
proposed a revised agreement, tactical, would be many. The UK as a
sovereign state would be constitutionally and legally independent and could
trade with or without trade deals internationally under the WTO. Over time,
there would be a significant boost for the UK economy were no deal reached
and the payments to the EU spent at home. The UK could, in its own time,
move as it decided in its own interests away from the EU goods
rulebook after Brexit. Overall, by contrast with a supposed Withdrawal
Agreement type deal, the benefits of WTO trade arrangements for
goods are significant.53 For the financial sector, there could be significant
gain from opening up the UK and the City as its own unfettered financial
centre for trade under its own law and the international legal financial
framework in which it has played a leading role in shaping. The gains to UK
a __________________________________
* *I am grateful to David Collins for advising on these matters.
53

The WTO system for trade is legally binding and subject to independent dispute resolution:
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and EU businesses and global played a leading role in shaping. The gains to
UK and EU businesses and global firms keen to exploit the liquidity and
expertise of the City of London could be significant and the UK could strike
equivalence deals with other countries as decided. Indeed the EU would
most likely then be forced to declare equivalence unilaterally for the UK
given its need to have access to the global financial markets.
The UK balance sheet would have a significant boost from moving directly to
WTO in November 2019 and being independent of financial payments to the
EU. In the event of WTO Trade arrangements (the so-called ‘no deal’), Britain
need not pay all of the EU sums promised for a deal. As a result the UK would
be better off by a large portion of the £40bn payment that it would otherwise
pay to the EU for a UK-EU trade deal. It has been estimated that withholding
a large portion of the £40bn payment alone would raise UK GDP by
around 1.4 per cent, household consumption by 3.5 per cent and private
investment by 3.5 per cent. Moreover, the Brexit dividend would kick in
from November 2019 instead of January 2021, and be available to support
the UK and its businesses and industry to adapt, so bringing forward the gains
from the overall Brexit bonus to boost the UK economy.54
Preparations should be readied for a 1 November 2019 start. Though the costs
should not be understated (some of these are outlined on page 70), it should
be noted that today documentary checks take place on around 3 per cent of
non-EU imports and there is no reason why the current proportion need
change when all imports become third country.

unlike the EU’s, the WTO rules and arbitration respect members’ autonomy and sovereignty
offering a ‘table’ at which countries can make legally binding trade deals and resolve disputes under
its rule. David Collins, The World Trade Organization: A Beginner’s Guide, Oneworld (2015);
see note 45. Under the WTO system, Britain would benefit from being free to apply its own law
for standards internally and being free to strike mutual recognition treaties with other countries.
54 Smith,

D. B. The Brexit Settlement and UK Taxes, Politeia (2018). A similar analysis can be
54 Smith, D. B. The Brexit Settlement and UK Taxes, Politeia (2018). A similar analysis can be applied
applied if the payment for the 20 months of transition (Apr. 2019-Dec 2020) is withheld; Minford,
if the payment for the 20 months of transition (Apr. 2019-Dec 2020) is withheld; Minford, P. The
The Economics of Brexit: Getting the Best Deal for the UK, Politeia (2018) pp 15-17.
P.
Economics of Brexit: Getting the Best Deal for the UK, Politeia (2018) pp 15-17.
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Next Steps
WTO terms and the preparations needed are relatively straightforward.
Tariff schedules must be prepared, the hand-over arrangements from the EU
organised for taking on the UK’s share of allocated subsidies, and taking over
the EU’s trade agreements with other countries which are already in force.
(For further analysis see Collins, note 45).
The UK, as a founder member of the WTO, is now preparing to resume its
seat at the table (suspended during its EU membership) of the most powerful
trading organisation of the world. It can signal its intention of leading the
world on free trade, and in particular promote and help shape the WTO’s
proposed arrangements for the further liberalisation of services trade.
***
Do or Die
The decision to leave the EU has been taken, a political and constitutional
decision in line with Britain’s tradition of freedom under the law, including
the right of people to decide how and by whom they and the country are
governed. That tradition, precious in itself, has been precious to generations
of voters. It is one based on trust, backed by the ability to remove from power
those who break faith with the voters. It has led to a system that has
guaranteed not only freedom, but stability, order, the rule of law, protected
property rights and provided for economic prosperity and done so even in
the last century when the story from western continental neighbours was less
happy, less stable and often less free. Politicians who play politics with it do
so at their and the country’s peril. The challenge for Mr Johnson is to leave
the EU on October 31, as he has promised ‘do or die’, and thereby defeat
them and restore Britain’s democratic tradition.
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WTO Trade – Disadvantages and costs: Preparing to surmount the difficulties. 55
• For most goods the WTO tariff is around 2 or 3 per cent, though higher for cars and
agricultural products. Some industries may need help to adapt to changes to regulation
or supply chains. Work will be needed to put in place nationally the streamlined
arrangements for new customs procedures. On services the international arrangements
under WTO offer less legal certainty than a free trade deal with the EU, though that
could be largely overcome for the financial sector by the UK’s becoming a financial
centre under its own law for which the blueprint already exists. For professional
services arrangements for continuity for businesses can be encouraged as discussed
above. There would be some uncertainty for companies adapting to new conditions
during a limited period while changes to the legal framework are introduced, with new
pressures and some extra costs.
• Supply chains may be affected, raising concerns about maintaining production and
markets. Preparations should start now to advise and support industry to adapt to the
changes to regulation. New and alternative supply chains, for example for car parts,
should be organised, with the DIT supporting affected industries and inviting them to
join its pilot schemes.
• WTO terms for services may give less legal certainty for trade with the EU than
currently exists, but its members (including the EU) have made significant GATS
commitments to the rest of the world. EU’s 27 afford better market access than what
the GATS schedules would prescribe. For financial services the UK could become a
leaner competitive centre for the business, with the attractions of its deep expertise,
pools of liquidity and strong legal underwriting. It is the EU which risks becoming a
rule-taker since it would need to maintain equivalence decisions unilaterally in order
to ensure its businesses have cheap access to the global financial markets.
• There would be additional public spending costs for the UK budget to prepare the
streamlined customs system needed, in line with the best current arrangements, e.g.
using technology, pre-clearance of paperwork and spot checks, with registered trusted
trader schemes, and putting in place the physical infrastructure at its ports and airport
entry points. To such costs must be added those of personnel, for training and
employment of customs and excise teams to take over the operations for office-based
clearance of technological procedures as will as the physical checks and spot checks.

55

For the legal analysis for goods and services (including financial services), see notes 45, 46.
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Summary

(I) A Question of Authority: Boris Johnson became prime minister on the
promise that he would leave the EU on 31 October and honour the
referendum decision. Like many of his predecessors, he recognises that
Britain’s political tradition has been built on the understanding that
the authority to exercise power derives from the people, and that to do his
job, he must bow to them. When in June 2016 they decided to leave the EU,
voters were deciding to restore that basis for British democracy, ‘to take back
control’, to restore the freedom to govern themselves, subject to their own
laws, passed by a parliament and government accountable to them, and them
alone.
For more than four decades Europe has been a matter of contention for
British voters: since 2014, when a referendum was promised, it has been
central. A UK prime minister, reinforced by parliament, gave the decision
on whether to remain in or leave the EU to people themselves. He, most of
his ministers, and most of the MPs and peers backed remain, as did the big
banks and corporations, bien pensant newspapers, UK and international
political elites. Those who supported leave were not put off by dire threats,
nor by a campaign backed by official publications, a misleading treasury
report (omitting important but inconvenient data), forecasts from bodies in
receipt of public (and EU) grants and by the Bank of England’s governor.
After one of the longest campaigns in the UK’s political history since the
19th century battle to repeal the Corn Laws, they turned out in large numbers,
the highest turn out for a national vote since the 1980s, and chose to leave
the EU.
The incoming prime minister, Theresa May, pledged to honour the vote,
spelling out in the months which followed what Brexit meant: ‘We will take
back control of our laws, our borders and our courts’; ‘Britain will leave the
EU, the single market and the customs union’ (while also ruling out any
other or ‘a customs union’) and that ‘no deal [was] better than a bad deal’.
Many ministers and parliamentarians who had formerly backed remain,
followed her lead. In 2017 both main parties committed to honouring the
referendum decision, the Conservatives reiterating in their manifesto the
71
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position set out earlier by Mrs May on leaving the EU. The Conservatives
were returned with most seats, 318, to Labour’s 262.
When, after three years, it became clear that Mrs May had failed to honour
the referendum decision, that the party had broken its manifesto pledge and
that some ministers were conspiring against it, voters, in the spring and early
summer council and EU parliamentary elections sent the prime minister and
both main parties a message: their share of the vote fell dramatically in both
the local and and EU parliamentary elections – the Brexit party topped the
polls in the latter with 30.5 per cent of the vote, Labour scraped 13.6 per cent
and the Tories just 8.8 per cent. The prime minister took the message and
finally announced her resignation.
(II) A Question of Sovereignty – Britain’s Political Tradition: The
constitutional basis for the exercise of power, the authority that voters vest
in parliament and government to make the laws on their behalf, matters as
much today as it has throughout the centuries. It means that, as UK’s new
political leaders prepare for exit, they must take account of a longer tradition
of Britain’s constitutional and political arrangements that reflect and protect
the basis for authority.
Whereas continental countries often succumbed in the early 20th century to
violent or authoritarian regimes, the totalitarian governments of the right and
left and their violent transgressions of liberty, Britain remained a stable and
free country under the rule of law, after moving to universal suffrage in the
20th century. The system allowed radical and peaceful change through the
ballot box because all, rulers and ruled, recognised the authority of the voter.
Thus radical change could be ushered in at election time, as the electorate’s
decision was honoured. To take four dramatic examples of revolutionary
change via the ballot box, we need only consider the general elections of
1922 when the Conservatives won to send the great Liberal Party packing as
a party of government, 1923, when the first Labour Government was
installed in its place, or 1945 when the most collectivist government Britain
had ever known was put into office under Clement Attlee, or 1979 when
Margaret Thatcher was authorised by voters to embark on the economic
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revolution that would restore the UK’s prosperity as a leading economy and
be emulated the world over.
Every time the voters took a decision, the losing side respected it. But in
2016, when voters took a decision of the same magnitude, that has not
yet happened.
(III) The EU’s Challenge to Brexit: Brexit’s opponents in the EU and UK
sought to obstruct and prevent the decision being executed. From the EU
perspective, the breakaway UK must not be allowed to ‘get away’ with
leaving the bloc; it must be worse off out of the EU than in it. That strategy,
masterminded in Brussels, was shaped by the Franco-German architects of
the project and by Michel Barnier, the chief EU Brexit negotiator. Barnier
aimed to further the aims of both the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel
and French president, Emmanuel Macron.
The Brexit signalled by the referendum with its pithy aim ‘to take back
control’ could not be permitted: it would be contrary to Franco-EU interests,
contrary to the political goals of the French state and dangerous to the project
of European integration. Any deal should discourage rebellious member
states or French and German Eurosceptics from seeking to follow the UK’s
example. It should also obstruct the UK as a competitor, clip its economic
wings by binding the economy and business into the EU system subject to
as many EU laws as the UK could be made to swallow, which it would pull
off through the Irish backstop.
The question now is whether the architects of the project, France and
Germany, will accept or reject alternatives for the Irish backstop. Macron’s
ambitious goal is to lead the EU to closer integration under his leadership
once Merkel leaves the stage, to restore France as a leading global player
and to consolidate a shaky political base at home. Known to favour no deal
but unwilling to reject Johnson’s offer out of hand, his focus will be future
UK relations with the bloc for trade with France.
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(IV) The EU vs The UK – Irreconcilable Positions. Whose Brexit Wins?
From the outset the EU behaved as if the victor over a vanquished UK, laying
down its terms for a truce and future treaty. The UK, though a sovereign
power exercising its right to leave the EU under Article 50, slipped into the
role of supplicant, succumbing to the EU’s demands on an exit that was its
by right under international law.
The EU made no secret of what it intended: the UK could not ‘cherry pick’
and must be worse off outside the EU than inside; before trade talks began,
Britain must submit to the EU’s talks agenda, timetable and demands on
other matters – for a payment to the EU, on conceding the EU approach both
on citizens’ rights and the Irish border. The UK conceded on each of the
initial demands, contending that ‘nothing is agreed until everything is
agreed’, while persisting with its main goal, to leave the EU and its
institutions, the customs union and single market, and to exploit its freedom
to negotiate optimum trade deals with the EU and globally with third
countries. But on future trade, the EU maintained that the UK must be worse
off outside the EU, implying the obstacles and difficulties to be expected
would be significant, that a trade deal must require the UK to align with or
shadow, if not be under, relevant EU law and ECJ jurisdiction, potentially
facing conditions more onerous and damaging than those left behind or by
any sovereign country negotiating a trade deal, because it would have no say
in shaping or deciding these laws.
(V) Parliament v People: Since 2016 many who had backed remain,
refused to accept the voters’ decision to leave the EU. MPs in parliament
and interest groups outside – big business and industry and its lobbies,
corporations, banks, Europhile journalists in the BBC and ‘higher end’
media – fought Brexit. The general demand was to remain in a Euro-centred
economy’, tying the UK to the EU system and its laws, against voters’ desire
for sovereignty and, an internationally focussed and free trading economy
under UK laws.
In parliament, Labour and smaller opposition parties were joined by Tory
rebels to defy the electorate and, despite their party election manifestos,
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sought to exploit parliamentary arithmetic to obstruct Brexit. In seeking to
prevent the EU (Withdrawal) Bill becoming law MPs flouting the authority
derived from voters colluded with the lords, thereby also flouting
constitutional arrangements for the separation of functions.
Their demands varied but involved the UK remaining bound into the EU
system under EU law, that it should belong to a customs union, or remain in
the single market. When that failed, they sought to seize government power
or stop Brexit. In the end, the unseemly spectacle would emerge of a
legislature defying the authority of voters, at times doing so with the consent
of ministers and the executive. The upshot was that Brexit was delayed from
31 March and the 31 October and MPs since then have battled to obstruct
Brexit, and the opposition has joined forces under the banner of preventing
a ‘no deal’ exit, with greater efforts than ever before to thwart Johnson as he
seeks to execute the democratic mandate without further delay.
These politicians made no secret of being influenced by the bosses, lobbyists
and representatives of big business. Their goal was to lobby against the
democratic decision of the UK electorate, overturn the UK government’s
manifesto pledge and by a voluble and threatening campaign, force the UK
to stay in the EU economic system under EU law, in a customs union and
preferably single market.
(VI) Sounding the Retreat. The Chequers Plan and the White Paper:
The Chequers proposals, which appeared to be the result of a deal done
behind closed doors and in secret by the prime minister’s emissary and
squared with Mrs Merkel by her in an ad hoc mission to Berlin in July before
being imposed on the cabinet two days later, envisaged two very different
futures for goods and services. For goods the UK would be ‘aligned with’
the EU and to all practical purposes ‘in’ it, subject to relevant law, and
committed to future alignment for a range of goods. For services it would be
‘out’: free trade and mutual access, would be based on mutual recognition
of each other’s laws for qualifications and outcomes, regulatory flexibility
with enhanced equivalence for the financial sector.
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Following ‘a common rulebook for goods and agri-food’ was portrayed as a
way to keep the Irish border ‘soft’, keep goods and orders on the move
without obstacles or delay at UK ports and borders. A common UK-EU
customs territory with the UK collecting EU-level tariffs (to be reimbursed
for UK destined goods) would serve as a bespoke device to reinforce these.
Giving the UK parliament a say on whether in future to accept or reject rules
is seen as providing a ‘lock’ on arbitrary EU power; agreeing to some
European Court of Justice involvement as falling short of ECJ jurisdiction.
The problems with the plan were evident from the start. Not only did M.
Barnier pour cold water on the proposal for a common customs area but there
were suggestions that it would be in breach of international law. It was feared
that the European Court of Justice could command real judicial power, with
EU law returning to the affected areas of economic life and with ultimate
power to judge disputes, some legal analysis suggesting the UK courts
would be overruled. The complex track and rebate arrangement coupled with
adherence to the EU rulebook could prevent the UK being a free and open
economy. Nor could the implied reassurances be taken at face value.
Allowing the UK parliament in future to accept or reject the EU laws hardly
inspired confidence. The proposal to give ‘preference’ to EU nationals on
immigration, could be seen as the mechanism of civil servants to put EU
immigration or a version of free movement back into the frame.
The EU, in any case refused to have any truck with Chequers, demanding at
a council meeting in Salzburg that the UK go far further. Two months of
intense secret negotiations in Brussels led to the proposed Withdrawal
Agreement, sprung on the country by Mrs May in November 2018 and
subsequently rejected by parliament, three times, as well as failing to win
popular support in the country.
(VII) Voters Betrayed. The Withdrawal Agreement and its Aftermath:
Under the Withdrawal Agreement, the UK would leave the EU, but remain
in an EU customs union subject to EU law and Northern Ireland in the single
market as a result of the EU’s backstop (the Northern Ireland Protocol),
potentially indefinitely, unless the EU decided otherwise. For the transition
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period, the UK would be bound, as now, to follow EU law, but with no voice
or representation. Other clauses in the treaty would entrench EU law in the
UK and ECJ jurisdiction. EU law would have direct effect and supremacy,
ECJ jurisdiction would determine disputed matters, EU citizens’ rights
would be determined under EU law with ECJ jurisdiction.
The UK, having given up membership, would during a 21 month transition
period remain under EU law. Thereafter, potentially for ever, it would be
subject to relevant ongoing arrangements under the Withdrawal Agreement,
including EU customs union and related law and ECJ jurisdiction under the
backstop, but with no vote, veto or representation, powerless to shape EU
laws superseding UK law and potentially disadvantaging the UK. Given
such unacceptable terms for imposing a customs union via the backstop, it
was hardly surprising that the Withdrawal Agreement was rejected three
times by parliament and failed to win support amongst most backbench MPs
and in the country.
The backstop died in the UK when Theresa May left office, Boris Jonson
insisting it must go. The EU may refuse to accept the alternative
arrangements, in which case the current Withdrawal Agreement is likely to
die with it. This would leave two options for future UK-EU trade, an FTA,
or WTO trade (no deal), under both of which trade would, under
international law, continue. Were the EU to accept the UK’s alternative
arrangements and press ahead with a revised deal, the independence and
supremacy of the UK’s laws and jurisdiction must be ensured.
(VIII) Eliminating the Irish Backstop: A complex pattern of history and
the politics of compromise led to the Irish border we know today. Today’s
border arrangements are a solution accepted by all sides, including the
government in Dublin, to a very complicated history. They encompass a
delicate balance of acceptance and power sharing which have emerged over
a century. But the EU’s clumsy and sinister attempt to deploy the border to
serve its political and economic aims, has undermined good will between the
parties involved and endangered the compromise it encompasses. Not only
is there no reason to back it. But there is every reason to shelve it.
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Both Dublin and London should ignore the cynical attempt to use the border
as a tool to EU political and economic ends. They should discuss the
arrangements for keeping the border as it now is; consider how best they can
work together to make sure that after Brexit on 31 October, both sides can
continue, bilaterally, to ensure the flow of high volume, low value traffic and
build on current all island arrangements under the remit of the Belfast
Agreement. The UK’s proposals for technological solutions are no outlier,
but part of the wider package in common and successful use for today’s
modern borders – as the EU well knows. If it wants a deal it should accept
the UK’s solution, shelve the dangerous backstop with good grace, and put
all its efforts into packaging the change of heart to claim political victory.
(IX) How to Leave the EU on 31 October: The prime minister intends that
the UK will leave the EU on 31 October. The EU may or may not agree to a
revised backstop. If it does, then the current Withdrawal Agreement will
need effective pruning to ensure the future sovereignty of the UK and
independence of its legal system and economic arrangements. Given its
political agenda, the EU may not intend to change course; but at the same
time it may be keen to avoid the inevitable bad blood in the 27 member states
if it refuses to go the last mile to avoid the no deal that would damage their
economies, while hoping the UK’s anti-Brexit MPs will force the PM to bow
to their and the EU’s plan.
The UK should therefore assume the Withdrawal Agreement is dead, and
both propose i) a UK-EU free trade agreement to govern future trade, for
which the EU-Canada, FTA ( CETA), offers a good starting mode and ii)
press on with WTO trade, ‘no deal’, preparations so all is ready for
continuity of UK-EU and other trade for the immediate future from 1
November. For these two options:
(i)A UK-EU free trade agreement (modelled on a CETA ‘plus’) would be
relatively straightforward for the EU, for the UK and for international trade
law, particularly as both parties start with identical laws. For services, the
proposed basis should be mutual access based on mutual recognition for
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professional qualifications with regulatory flexibility. For financial services
either an enhanced equivalence deal with legal underpinning of the
arrangements agreed for mutual access through a chapter in a free trade
agreement (which gives the industry more certainty) or through changes in
domestic law or else by the UK establishing itself as a financial centre
attracting global and EU business to its shores, under UK and relevant
international legal arrangements for the sector.
(ii) UK-EU trade under WTO rules. This basis may be necessary if the EU
delays on negotiating, or refuses to negotiate an FTA for goods and services.
UK-EU trade would in that event be under the legal framework of WTO
rules – a sound alternative and very different to claims made by opponents
about no deal and for which preparations are already in hand. Under WTO
law, trade should run reasonably smoothly because the EU would be in
breach of international law if it erected barriers against a fellow WTO
member because both sides start with the same standards or outcomes,
indeed identical laws.
Regulatory barriers, ‘punishments’, obstructions at ports, would be outlawed
under the WTO regulatory framework, which prohibits discriminatory
action and obliges members to continuity of arrangements for cross-border
trade when rules for outcomes continue. This could also disperse the
obstacles strewn in the path of Brexit by the EU. The Irish border ‘question’
can be answered by the technological solution to cross border traffic with no
further infrastructure and it will then be up to the EU and Ireland to match
the UK’s soft border proposals if they are really in earnest. For financial
services, if a free trade deal is delayed, the UK should become its own
financial centre.
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The author also traces failure to execute Brexit to the EU’s relentless
campaign to keep the British economy under EU law, and discusses
how the brilliant EU tactic of using the Irish border to impose economic
and constitutional subordination won the day. For the future Dr Lawlor
concludes that there is a deal to be done consistent with the UK’s
economic and constitutional sovereignty, but it is most likely for the
future, not for exit. The UK, having made its proposals for an exit deal,
should move rapidly to propose a FTA to the EU for future trade and
prepare with confidence for a no deal exit. It can do so with confidence,
because for both scenarios current international law means that there
need be no customs or other trade barriers.
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Now or Never - Countering the Coup Against Britain’s Democracy

Dr Lawlor, a historian by profession, explains that over centuries the
UK’s political arrangements reflected the popular will, to which
monarchs, governments and parliaments deferred, often reluctantly,
often late. If they failed to do so they lost office. Parliament is supposed
to guarantee that authority, but since 2016 it has sought to defy it, aided
for a time by the executive under Mrs May’s leadership.

Sheila Lawlor

The Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, is in battle with Parliament on
behalf of the people. He intends to leave the EU on 31 October with or
without a deal, and so execute the democratic decision taken by the
majority of voters in 2016, although a majority of MPs has passed a law
to delay, if not prevent, exit. In Now or Never: Countering the Coup
Against Britain’s Democracy, Sheila Lawlor, Politeia’s Director, warns
that on this battle hangs the fate, not only of Brexit, but the freedom of
people in this country to decide how they are governed and by whom.

